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ABSTRACT
Teacher Quality and Learning Outcomes in Kindergarten1
We assigned two cohorts of kindergarten students, totaling more than 24,000 children, to
teachers within schools with a rule that is as-good-as-random. We collected data on children
at the beginning of the school year, and applied 12 tests of math, language and executive
function (EF) at the end of the year. All teachers were filmed teaching for a full day, and the
videos were coded using a well-known classroom observation tool, the Classroom
Assessment Scoring System (or CLASS). We find substantial classroom effects: A onestandard deviation increase in classroom quality results in 0.11, 0.11, and 0.07 standard
deviation higher test scores in language, math, and EF, respectively. Teacher behaviors, as
measured by the CLASS, are associated with higher test scores. Parents recognize better
teachers, but do not change their behaviors appreciably to take account of differences in
teacher quality.
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1. Introduction
Teacher quality has been at the center of the academic and policy discussion on education in recent
years. It is generally accepted that teachers, even teachers within the same schools, vary widely in the
impact they have on student learning. However, there is still considerable debate about how best to
measure teacher effectiveness and its correlates.
A substantial amount of research has shown that readily observable teacher characteristics—
experience, education, and contractual status, among others—explain very little of the differences in
teacher quality (Hanushek and Rivkin 2012; Rivkin et al. 2005). This finding has led researchers (and
policy-makers) to take one of two approaches. The main approach in economics has been to
measure value added. In this approach, the quality of a teacher is equated with the increase in
learning in her classroom, measured by gains in test scores. In contrast, most recent work in
education and psychology has focused on what happens inside the classroom. In this approach, the
quality of a teacher is measured by the quality of the interactions between teachers and children.
In spite of the increase in the number of studies of teacher effectiveness in recent years,
much remains to be learned. With one important exception, the influential Measuring Effective
Teaching (MET) project (Kane and Staiger 2012), no prior study has combined the measurement of
teacher value added with systematic classroom observation of teachers.
Moreover, most of the evidence on the short-term effects of teachers has focused on test
scores in math and language. Little is known about the extent to which good teachers can also affect
non-cognitive outcomes, or improve the ability of a child to focus on, stick with, and carry out a
given task. This is important because these traits are necessary to succeed in school, and are wellrewarded in the labor market thereafter (Heckman and Kautz 2012).
The vast majority of studies of teacher value added have focused on developed countries
generally, and on the United States specifically. However, concerns about teacher quality are likely to
be just as important in developing countries, where learning outcomes are frequently dismal. In
India 31 percent of 3rd grade children could not recognize simple words (Kremer et al. 2013), and in
the Dominican Republic 75 percent of 3rd grade children could not solve simple addition problems
(Berlinski and Schady 2015). In settings such as these, establishing how much teachers vary in their
effectiveness, and why this is so, are critical policy questions.
Finally, little is known about the extent to which other agents, notably parents, respond to
differences in teacher quality by changing investments in their children. This is important as it
affects the interpretation of “teacher effects” (Todd and Wolpin 2003). For example, if parents
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attempt to compensate for poor teachers by investing more in their children, one might incorrectly
conclude that teachers do not matter very much.2
In this paper we study the impact of teachers using unusually rich data from Ecuador, a
middle-income country. We focus on children entering kindergarten. The first years of formal
education are particularly important because they lay the foundation for, and may determine the
returns to, all subsequent schooling investments (Cunha and Heckman 2007; Shonkoff and Phillips
2000).
We assigned two cohorts of children entering kindergarten, totaling more than 24,000
students, to different classrooms using a rule that is as-good-as-random. Compliance with the
assignment rule was almost perfect. Random assignment means we can convincingly deal with the
identification challenges that have been the subject of much controversy in this literature (for
example, Chetty et al. 2014a, and Rothstein 2010, among many other contributions).
We collected very rich data on students. At the end of the school year, we tested children in
math and language (eight separate tests). We also tested children’s inhibitory control, working
memory, capacity to pay attention, and cognitive flexibility. These processes, jointly known as
“executive function” (EF), measure a child’s ability to regulate her thoughts, actions, and emotions,
all of which are central to the learning process (Anderson 2002; Espy 2004; Senn et al. 2004).
We also collected very rich data on teachers. In addition to standard information on years of
experience, education, and contract status (tenured or not), we measured teacher IQ, personality,
attention and inhibitory control, and parental education. Moreover, we filmed teachers teaching a
class for an entire school day. We coded these videos to measure the interaction of teachers and
students, using a protocol known as the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS, Pianta et
al. 2007). The CLASS is a measure of a series of teacher behaviors that can collectively be described
as “Responsive Teaching” (Hamre et al. 2014).
Finally, we collected household data for the children in our study, which include a parental
assessment of teacher quality (on a Likert-like 5-point scale), inputs into child development and
learning (including the availability of books, pencils, and toys of various kinds), and parental
behaviors (including whether parents read to, sang to, or played with, their children). These data
were collected towards the end of the school year. They allow us to test whether parents alter their

Pop-Eleches and Urquiola (2013) use a regression discontinuity design to show that, in Romania, parents whose
children have been accepted at a more selective school are less likely to help their children with their homework,
suggesting that they view their own efforts and school quality as substitutes.
2
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investments and behaviors in ways that reinforce the effect of a good teacher, or compensate for a
bad one.
The strength of our identification strategy and the data we collected allow us to make several
important contributions to the literature on teacher effectiveness. The first set of results in our paper
focuses on teacher value added. We provide the first experimental estimates of teacher value added
on math and language in a developing country. These estimates suggest that teachers vary
considerably in their effectiveness, in a magnitude that is comparable to what is observed in the
United States (see, for example, Chetty et al. 2014a, and Jackson et al. 2014).
We also provide the first estimates of classroom (as opposed to teacher) effects on executive
function, in a developed or developing country. EF in young children strongly predicts learning
trajectories and long-term outcomes, including in the labor market (Moffitt et al. 2011; Séguin and
Zelazo 2005). A number of papers have shown that teacher effects on test scores depreciate quickly,
before stabilizing at around one-quarter of their original value (Jackson et al. 2014; Jacob et al. 2010;
Rothstein 2010). Despite this fade-out, there is strong evidence of teacher effects on long-term
outcomes, including college attendance, earnings, and the likelihood of becoming parents as
teenagers (Chetty et al. 2011; Chetty et al. 2014b). If EF has effects on long-term outcomes that are
not captured by test scores, then the classroom effects on EF we estimate may help reconcile the
apparent paradox of the long-term importance of teachers in spite of the rapid depreciation of
teacher effects on test scores.
The second set of results focuses on the correlates of teacher effectiveness. As has been
found in many other settings, children assigned to “rookie” teachers (those who have three years of
experience or less) learn less on average. All the other characteristics of teachers, including tenure
status, teacher IQ, the Big Five personality traits, and inhibitory control and attention, do not
consistently predict test scores.
We then turn our attention to the quality of student-teacher interactions. We show that
teacher behaviors, as measured by the CLASS, are significantly associated with learning in math,
language, and executive function. These findings support the conclusions from two recent reviews
(Kremer et al. 2013; Murnane and Gaminian 2014), both of which argue that changing pedagogical
practices is the key to improving learning outcomes in the developing world. Our results also
complement estimates from the MET project, which show that students randomly assigned to
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teachers with higher-quality interactions learn more in the United States (Kane and Staiger 2012),3
and fixed effects estimates that show that teaching practices—in particular, the extent to which
teaching is “horizontal” (students working in groups), rather than “vertical” (lectures by teachers)—
predict differences in social capital across countries, across schools within countries, and across
classrooms within schools (Algan et al. 2013). Taken together, these results and ours support the
notion that how children are taught may have implications for a variety of outcomes that are
economically important.
Finally, we show that in Ecuador parents can discriminate between good and bad teachers:
On average, they give higher scores to teachers who produce more learning, teachers with better
CLASS scores, and teachers with more experience. However, parents do not appear to substantially
change their inputs and behaviors, at least the ones we observe, in response to differences in teacher
quality. This suggests that the “teacher effects” we estimate are largely the direct effect of teachers on
learning (although we cannot rule out that there are changes in other unobserved parental inputs).
2.

Setting and data

A.

Setting
Ecuador is a middle-income country. It is one of the smaller countries in South America,

roughly equal to Colorado in size, and has a population of 16.3 million. GDP per capita (in PPP US
dollars) is 11,168, similar to neighboring countries like Colombia and Peru.
Schooling in Ecuador is compulsory from 5 to 14 years of age. The elementary school cycle
runs from kindergarten to 6th grade, middle school from 7th through 9th grades, and high school from
10th through 12th grades. An unusual feature of the education system in Ecuador is that the school
year runs from May to February in the coastal area of the country (like most countries in the
southern hemisphere), but from September through June in the highlands and Oriente regions of the
country (like most countries in the northern hemisphere).4
There are 3.6 million children in the education system in Ecuador, 80 percent of who attend
public schools; the remaining 20 percent attend private schools. There are more than 150,000 public
Our study is conceptually similar to the MET project, but compares favorably in terms of design, compliance, and
attrition. Contamination of the experiment was a serious issue in MET: Across the six different sites, compliance with
the random assignment ranged from 66 percent (in Dallas) to 27 percent (in Memphis). Also, the sample of teachers in
MET is drawn from those who volunteered to be in the study, which may limit external validity. Finally, there was
substantial attrition: about 40 percent of the 4th through 8th grade sample in MET, and more than half of the high school
sample, were lost to follow-up in a single year.
4 According to the 2010 Census, 53 percent of the population lived on the coast, 42 percent lived in the highlands, and 5
percent lived in the sparsely populated Oriente.
3
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sector teachers. The teacher salary scale is overwhelmingly determined by seniority. Roughly twothirds of teachers in Ecuador are tenured, while the other third works on a contract basis.
Ecuador has made considerable progress expanding the coverage of the education system. In
kindergarten, the focus of our paper, enrollment rates in 2012 were 93 percent, compared to 70
percent in 2000.5 However, many children, especially the poor, appear to learn little in school. On a
recent international test of 3rd grade children, 38.1 percent of children in Ecuador had the lowest of
the four levels of performance on math, very similar to the average for the 15 countries in Latin
America that participated in the test (39.5 percent), but substantially more than higher-performing
countries like Costa Rica (17.6 percent) or Chile (10.0 percent) (Berlinski and Schady 2015). As is the
case in many other countries in Latin America, quality, not access, appears to be the key education
challenge in Ecuador.
B.

Sample and data
The bulk of our analysis focuses on a cohort of children entering kindergarten in the 2012

school year. In addition, we collected more limited data on another cohort of children entering
kindergarten in the same schools, and assigned to the same teachers, in the 2013 school year.
We used administrative data from the Ministry of Education to construct our sample as
follows. First, we limited the sample to full-time, public elementary schools on the coast (where the
school year runs from May to February). Second, we limited the sample to schools that had at least
two kindergarten classes. Finally, we took a random sample of 204 schools. We refer to this as our
study sample of schools. Within these schools we attempted to collect data on all kindergarten
children and their teachers.
The 204 schools in our study sample are a selected sample—they cover only schools with
two or more kindergarten classrooms in the coastal region of the country. To get a sense of the
external validity of our study, we also collected data on a nationally-representative sample of public,
full-time elementary schools in Ecuador.6

This is the fraction of children of five years of age who are enrolled in school, based on our calculations using the 2000
and 2012 Encuesta Nacional de Empleo, Desempleo y Subempleo (ENEMDU), a nationally representative household survey in
Ecuador.
6 We drew a stratified, population-weighted sample of 40 schools from the coast, 40 from the highlands, and 20 from the
Oriente region, with the weights given by the number of children enrolled in kindergarten in the 2012 school year. Within
each school, we then collected data on all kindergarten teachers and a random sample of 10-11 kindergarten children.
5
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(i)

Baseline characteristics of children and families
We collected data on child gender and age. In addition, in the study sample (but not the

national sample), we tested children at the beginning of the school year with the Test de Vocabulario en
Imágenes Peabody (TVIP), the Spanish version of the widely-used Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
(PPVT) (Dunn et al. 1986). Performance on this test at early ages has been shown to predict
important outcomes in a variety of settings, including in Ecuador.7
For the 2012 cohort (but not the 2013 cohort), we applied a household survey to the families
of children in the study and national samples. This survey, which was fielded between November
2012 and January 2013 (close to the end of the school year), asked respondents (in most cases, the
mother of the focal child) to rate the school and (separately) teacher on a 1-5 Likert scale. In
addition, it included questions about basic household assets, living conditions, household
composition, and the education level of all household members. Finally, parents were asked about
learning inputs and activities.
Table I, upper panel, summarizes the baseline characteristics of children and families.
Children are approximately five years of age on the first day of classes. Just under half of the
children in the sample are girls, as expected. Mothers are on average in their early thirties, while
fathers are in their mid-thirties. Education levels are similar for both parents—just under nine years
of school (which corresponds to completed middle school). Sixty-one percent of children in the
study sample (70 percent in the national sample) attended preschool. The average child in the study
sample has a TVIP score that places her more than one standard deviation below the reference
population that was used to norm the test, indicating that many children begin formal schooling
with deep delays.8 The children and households in the study and national samples are generally
similar to each other, suggesting that the children we study in this paper are broadly representative
of young children in kindergarten in Ecuador.

Schady (2012) shows that children with low TVIP scores before they enter school are more likely to repeat grades and
have lower scores on tests of math and reading in early elementary school in Ecuador; Schady et al. (2015) show that
many children in Ecuador start school with substantial delays in receptive vocabulary, and that the difference in
vocabulary between children of high and low socioeconomic status is constant throughout elementary school. Important
references from the United States include Case and Paxson (2008), who show that low performance on the PPVT at
early ages predicts wages in adulthood; and Cunha and Heckman (2007) who show that, by age 3 years, there is a
difference of approximately 1.2 standard deviations in PPVT scores between children in the top and bottom quartiles of
the distribution of permanent income, and that this difference is largely unchanged until at least 14 years of age.
8 The TVIP was standardized on a sample of Mexican and Puerto Rican children. The test developers publish norms
that set the mean at 100 and the standard deviation at 15 at each age (Dunn et al. 1986).
7
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(ii)

Data on child learning outcomes at the end of kindergarten
Data for the 2012 kindergarten cohort: We applied twelve separate tests at the end of the

school year (between the 1st of November and the 21st of January). These tests were applied to
children individually (as opposed to a class as a whole), and in total took between 30 and 40 minutes
per child. Most children were tested in school, in a room that had been set up for this purpose. 9
Ninety-six percent of children who attended kindergarten in our sample of study schools in
the 2012 school year (including those who dropped out at some point during the school year)
completed all 12 tests. The non-response rate, 4.4 percent, is very low relative to that found in other
longitudinal studies of learning outcomes in developing countries.10
We applied four tests of language and early literacy, which covered child vocabulary, oral
comprehension, and sound, letter, and word recognition. All of these are foundational skills, and
strongly predict reading acquisition in early elementary school and beyond (Powell and Diamond
2012; Wasik and Newman 2009). We also applied four tests of math, which covered number
recognition, sequencing, applied math problems, and identification of basic geometric figures.
Mathematical knowledge at early ages has been shown to strongly predict later math achievement in
a number of longitudinal studies (Duncan et al. 2007; Siegler 2009).
Finally, we applied four tests of executive function (EF). EF includes a set of basic selfregulatory skills which involve various parts of the brain, but in particular the prefrontal cortex.11 It
is an important determinant of how well young children adapt to and learn in school. Basic EF skills
are needed to pay attention to a teacher; wait to take a turn or raise one’s hand to ask a question; and
remember steps in, and shift from one approach to another, when solving a math problem, among
many other tasks that children are expected to learn and carry out in the classroom. Children with
high EF levels are able to concentrate, stay on task, focus, be goal-directed, and make good use of
learning opportunities. Low levels of EF are associated with low levels of self-control and
“externalizing” behavior, including disruptive behavior, aggression, and inability to sit still and pay

We attempted to test children who could not be located in school in their homes—a total of 390 children were tested
at home.
10 For example, in their analysis of school incentives in India, Duflo et al. (2012) report an attrition rate of 11 percent in
the treatment group and 22 percent in the control group at mid-test; for the post-test, comparable values are 24 percent
and 21 percent, respectively; in their analysis of student tracking in Kenya, Duflo et al. (2011) report a test non-response
rate of 18 percent; and in their analysis of the effect of school vouchers in Colombia, Angrist et al. (2002) report a
response rate for the tests of 60 percent, implying attrition of 40 percent.
11 Volumetric measures of prefrontal cortex size predict executive function skills; children and adults experiencing
traumatic damage to the prefrontal cortex sustain immediate (and frequently irreversible) deficits in EF (Nelson and
Sheridan 2011, cited in Obradovic et al. 2012).
9
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attention, which affects a child’s own ability to learn, as well as that of her classmates (Séguin and
Zelazo 2005).
Low levels of executive function in childhood carry over to adulthood. A longitudinal study
that followed a birth cohort in New Zealand to age 32 years found that low levels of self-control in
early childhood are associated with lower school achievement, worse health, lower incomes, and a
higher likelihood of being involved in criminal activity in adulthood, even after controlling for IQ
and socioeconomic status in childhood (Moffitt et al. 2011). A growing literature in economics
stresses the importance of various behaviors (attentiveness, showing up on time) and abilities
(flexibility, learning on the job, capacity to work with others), all of which have an EF component, in
determining labor market outcomes (for summaries, see Heckman 2013; Heckman and Kautz 2012
and the references therein).
Although there have been competing definitions of executive function and how to measure
it, there is a growing consensus that it includes three broad domains: inhibitory control, working
memory, and cognitive flexibility. Sometimes, attention is added as separate domain. Inhibitory control
refers to the ability to suppress impulsive behaviors and resist temptations; working memory refers to
the ability to hold, update, and manipulate verbal or non-verbal information in the mind for short
periods of time; cognitive flexibility refers to the ability to shift attention between competing tasks or
rules.12 Attention is the ability to focus and disregard external stimuli, which is why it is often grouped
with working memory. We applied age-appropriate tests of all four EF domains.
We normalize each of the twelve end-of-year tests by subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation of the national sample. We then create three test aggregates for language,
math, and executive function, respectively. Each of the four tests within an aggregate receives the
same weight. Like the underlying tests, the aggregates are normalized to have zero mean and unit
standard deviation.
Data on the 2013 kindergarten cohort: We also collected data on a new cohort of
kindergarten children who were taught by the same teachers in the study sample of schools in 2013.
We applied four of the twelve tests to this new cohort—two tests of language (letter and word
recognition, and the TVIP) and two tests of math (number recognition, and applied problems).
Further details on the various tests, including on the distribution of scores, are given in Online
Appendix A.

12

This categorization and the definitions very closely follow Obradovic et al. (2012, pp. 325-27).

10

(iii)

Data on teachers
Data on teacher characteristics: Table I, lower panel, provides sample averages for those

teacher characteristics that are generally available in administrative data. There is no variation in
degree—all teachers have a teaching degree and no further education. Virtually all teachers are
women. The average teacher is in her early 40s. Sixty-four percent of teachers in the study sample
are tenured, and 6 percent are “rookies” (have three years of experience or less).13 The average class
size in the study sample is 34 children.14 The study and national samples generally appear to be quite
similar to each other, with the exception of the proportion tenured, which is substantially (22
percentage points) higher in the national sample.
A growing body of evidence suggests that both intelligence and personality are important
determinants of success in the labor market and elsewhere (Almlund et al. 2011). To see how these
characteristics correlate with teacher effectiveness, we collected IQ, the Big Five personality test, a
test of attention and inhibitory control, and data on early circumstances (for example, the education
level of both parents) for teachers in the study (but not the national) sample.
To measure teacher IQ, we used the Spanish-speaking version of the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III; the Spanish-speaking acronym is EIWA-III; see Wechsler 1939, and
subsequent updates). The WAIS is a widely-used test of IQ. To measure teacher personality, we
used the Big Five. The Big Five is a widely accepted taxonomy of personality traits (Almlund et al.
2011; Costa and McCrae 1992; Goldsmith et al. 1987). It focuses on five traits: neuroticism,
extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. The test consists of 240 questions, 48
for each trait, which the respondent answers on a 5-point, Likert-like scale (where 1 is “totally
disagree” and 5 is “totally agree”).15 To measure attention and inhibitory control, we applied a test in
We ran regressions in which we defined “rookies” as teachers with various levels of experience (0 years, 0-1 years, 0-2
years… 0-N years) and chose the value for years of experience which maximized the R-squared of a regression of
learning outcomes on experience. Much as in the United States (Rivkin et al. 2005; Staiger and Rockoff 2010), the
returns to experience in Ecuador rise sharply in the first three years, and then flatten out.
14 Only 6.4 percent of teachers in the sample report having had a teacher’s aide.
15 Measurement error is a concern for both the IQ and Big Five tests (see Borghans et al. 2008 for a discussion). In the
extreme, both tests could be mainly noise. Under these circumstances, the correlations across tests, or across dimensions
within a test, would generally be insignificant. This is not the case in our data. In fact, the correlations we observe are
similar to others reported in the literature. The Big Five trait that has most consistently been linked with intelligence is
openness (Ackerman and Heggestad 1997; Moutafi et al. 2004). Austin et al. (2002) report that the “typical correlation
magnitude” between IQ and openness is 0.3 (in our data it is 0.27), between IQ and neuroticism is -0.1 (in our data it is 0.07) and between IQ and extraversion is 0.1 (in our data it is 0.07). Three of the Big Five traits (neuroticism, openness,
and agreeableness) are also significantly correlated with the CLASS. Van der Linden et al. (2010) report the results of a
meta-analysis of the correlations across different traits in the Big Five in 212 samples. They show that neuroticism is
negatively associated with the other four traits, with correlations that on average range from -0.12 (with openness) to 0.32 (with conscientiousness). In our data, neuroticism is negatively correlated with openness, conscientiousness, and
13
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which subjects are quickly shown sets of incongruent stimuli (for example, the word “red” printed in
blue ink) and are asked to inhibit a habitual or automated response (in this case, they would be asked
to name the color of the ink rather than read the word) (Jensen and Rowher 1966; MacLeod 1991;
Stroop 1935). Finally, we asked teachers about their parents’ education and about a number of
characteristics of their homes when they were children.
Data on teacher behaviors: The main measure of teacher behaviors (or interactions) we use
in this paper is the CLASS (Pianta et al. 2007). A number of papers using US data have found that
children exposed to teachers with better CLASS scores have higher learning gains, better selfregulation, and fewer behavioral problems (references on one or more outcomes include Howes et
al. 2008 for pre-k; Grossman et al. 2010 for middle school; and Kane and Staiger 2012 for the MET
study).
The CLASS measures teacher behaviors in three broad domains: emotional support,
classroom organization, and instructional support. Within each of these domains, there are a number
of CLASS dimensions.16 The behaviors that coders are looking for in each dimension are quite
specific—Appendix Table B1 gives an example. For each of these behaviors, the CLASS protocol
gives coders concrete guidance on whether the score given should be “low” (scores of 1-2),
“medium” (scores of 3-5), or “high” (scores of 6-7). In practice, in our application of the CLASS (as
well as in others), scores across different dimensions are highly correlated with each other. For this
reason, we focus on a teacher’s total CLASS score (given by the simple average of her scores on the
10 dimensions). We take this score to be a measure of Responsive Teaching (as in Hamre et al.
2014). As with the child tests, we normalize IQ, the Big Five, inhibition and attention, and the
CLASS to have mean zero and unit standard deviation.17
To apply the CLASS in Ecuador, we filmed all kindergarten teachers in both our study and
national samples of schools in the 2012 school year. In addition, in the study sample of schools, we
filmed all kindergarten teachers in the previous (2011) school year. Teachers were filmed for a full
day (from approximately eight in the morning until one in the afternoon); they did not know on
agreeableness (with correlations that range from -0.04 to -0.30), but not with extraversion. All the other correlations
reported by Linden et al. are positive, with correlations that on average range from 0.14 to 0.31. In our data, these
correlations are all positive as well, and range from 0.26 to 0.39.
16 Within emotional support these dimensions are positive climate, negative climate, teacher sensitivity, and regard for
student perspectives; within classroom organization, the dimensions are behavior management, productivity, and
instructional learning formats; and within instructional support, they are concept development, quality of feedback, and
language modeling.
17 We use the study sample of teachers for norming because IQ, the Big Five, the test of attention and inhibitory control
and parental education were not collected for the national sample. Our results are very similar if we norm the CLASS
with the national rather than the study sample.
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what day they would be filmed until the day itself. Further details on the process of CLASS filming
and coding are given in Online Appendix B.
Figure I graphs univariate densities of the distribution of total CLASS scores in the study
and national samples. The average score is 3.7 in both samples. A few teachers have CLASS scores
in the “low” range (scores of 1 or 2) but the vast majority, more than 80 percent, have scores
between 3 and 4. In the figure we also graph the distribution of CLASS scores in a nationallyrepresentative sample of 773 kindergarten classrooms in the United States (Clifford et al. 2003). The
average CLASS score in this sample is 4.5. The difference in scores between the US and Ecuador
samples is substantial, equivalent to 1.6 standard deviations of the US sample and 2.6 standard
deviations of either of the two Ecuador samples. Fifteen percent of the teachers in the US sample,
but none of the teachers in the Ecuador samples, have scores of 5 or higher.
(iv)

As-good-as-random assignment
In order to identify teacher effects on learning we rely on as-good-as-random assignment of

students to teachers, within schools. Because kindergarten is the first year of the formal education
cycle in Ecuador, and because we needed an assignment rule that school headmasters could follow,
and we could verify, this was no simple task.
For both the 2012 and 2013 school years, the assignment of children to teachers was carried
out as follows. Working in close coordination with staff from the Ministry of Education, we ordered
all children who had signed up for kindergarten in a given school by their last name and, if there was
more than one child with the same last name, by their first name. We then went down the list and
assigned children to kindergarten classrooms in alternating order.18 Compliance with our assignment
rule was almost perfect: Only 1.7 percent of children were found to be sitting in classrooms other

For example, in a school with two kindergarten classes, and the following order of children (María Andrade, Jose
Azuero, Miguel Azuero, Rosa Bernal … Emiliano Zapata), María Andrade and Miguel Azuero would be assigned to
kindergarten classroom A, and Jose Azuero and Rosa Bernal would be assigned to kindergarten classroom B. If there
were three kindergarten classes, María Andrade and Rosa Bernal would be assigned to classroom A, Jose Azuero to
classroom B, and Miguel Azuero to classroom C. In the 2012 cohort of students, we gave no explicit instructions to
headmasters about how teachers should be assigned to the classes formed with the as-good-as-random assignment rule.
In principle, this could have allowed headmasters to purposefully assign teachers to one or another classroom, perhaps
taking account of any misbalance of students that occurred in spite of random assignment. We do not believe that this
was the case for a number of reasons. First, as we show in Online Appendix Table C1, observable teacher and student
characteristics are orthogonal with each other in our sample. Second, when assigning the 2013 cohort of students to
teachers we not only created the lists with the as-good-as-random rule described above but, in addition, randomly
assigned classes to teachers. Compliance with this second stage of random assignment was 100 percent. The classroom
effects estimated with the second cohort of students are indistinguishable from those that use the first cohort, as we
show below.
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than those they had been assigned to in one or both unannounced visits to schools to verify
compliance. To avoid biases, we include these children in the classrooms they were assigned to,
rather than those they were sitting in during the school visits. In this sense, our estimates correspond
to Intent-to-Treat parameters (with a very high level of compliance with treatment). Further details
and tests on the assignment protocol are provided in Online Appendix C.
3.

Estimation strategy and results

Our analysis has two parts. We first estimate within-school differences in end-of-year test scores
between children assigned to different kindergarten classrooms (controlling for baseline TVIP
scores and other characteristics). These estimates allow us to recover the within-school variance of
classroom quality. We then relate these differences in student test scores to differences in teacher
characteristics and behaviors.
A.

Classroom and teacher effects
To estimate classroom effects, we first regress end-of-year test score Y on test aggregate k of

child i in classroom c in school s on a set of classroom indicators, child age, gender, whether she
attended preschool before kindergarten, baseline child TVIP, mother’s education, and the variables
of housing conditions and assets we collected in the household survey.19 We also include a dummy
variable for children who were tested at home, rather than in school. These baseline controls, in
particular the TVIP, are important to improve the balance of student characteristics across
classrooms within the same school. The regression equation is:
(1)

𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
𝑌𝑖𝑐𝑠
= 𝛿𝑐𝑠
+ 𝑿𝒊𝒄𝒔 𝛽1𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠

𝑘 = 1,2,3

𝑘
𝑘
where 𝛿𝑐𝑠
are classroom indicators, 𝑿𝒊𝒄𝒔 is a vector of child and household characteristics, and 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠
𝑘
is an i.i.d. error term. The classroom indicators 𝛿𝑐𝑠
are the basis for our calculation of teacher and

classroom effects.

Mother’s education is discretized to have five mutually exclusive categories: incomplete elementary schooling or less;
complete elementary; incomplete secondary school; complete secondary; and some tertiary education. We are missing
data on one or more characteristics for 829 children (6.0 percent) who attended kindergarten at some point in the 2012
school year. For these children, we replace the missing value with the mean for the sample (or the mode, when the
variable is coded as multiple dummies, as in the case of mother’s education), include a dummy variable that takes on the
value of one if that variable is missing, and interact the dummy variable with the variables for the other characteristics
(thus allowing the slope of the association between outcomes and a given variable X 1 to be different for children who
are, or are not, missing a different variable X2).
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In practice, a number of estimation challenges arise. The first is that it is not possible to
separate classroom and school effects. Random assignment of children to teachers took place within
schools, so sorting (of teachers or children) may be an issue across, but not within, schools.
Therefore, following (among others) Chetty et al. (2011) and Jacob and Lefgren (2008), we redefine
𝑘
𝑘
each classroom effect relative to the school: 𝛾𝑐𝑠
= 𝛿𝑐𝑠
−

𝐶

𝑠 𝑁 𝛿𝑘
∑𝑐=1
𝑐𝑠 𝑐𝑠
𝐶

𝑠 𝑁
∑𝑐=1
𝑐𝑠

𝑘
, where 𝛾𝑐𝑠
is the demeaned

classroom effect, 𝐶𝑠 is the number of kindergarten classrooms in school 𝑠 and 𝑁𝑐𝑠 is the number of
students in classroom 𝑐 in school 𝑠. Of course, there are likely to be differences in classroom quality
across schools. Because we ignore these cross-school differences, our estimates provide a lower
bound on the total variation in classroom quality in our sample.20
𝑘
As in much of the literature, we focus on estimating 𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
), (𝑉(. ) indicates variance). A
𝑘
complication arises since 𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
) overestimates the true variance of classroom effects, because of
𝑘
sampling error. To purge 𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
) of sampling error we estimate the variance of the sampling error

(roughly following the procedure in Appendix B of Chetty et al. 2011), and then subtract it from the
variance of the estimated classroom effects to obtain the variance of the true classroom effects—see
Appendix D for details.21
As is well known in the literature, it is important not to confuse classroom and teacher
𝑘
𝑘
effects. Specifically, the 𝛿𝑐𝑠
(and 𝛾𝑐𝑠
) parameters include both differences in teacher quality across

classrooms, and random classroom shocks. These shocks could include the presence of a particularly
difficult student who disrupts learning; the way in which children in a classroom relate to each other;
or disruptions on the day in which the end-of-year tests were taken (for example, if children in a
classroom have the flu, or are distracted by construction outside the classroom). With only one year
𝑘
of data, differences in teacher quality cannot be separated from these shocks, so the 𝛾𝑐𝑠
provide
𝑘
estimates of classroom (not teacher) effects, and 𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
) is the within-school variance in classroom

quality (not teacher quality).
With two (or more) years of data, on the other hand, it is possible to separate classroom and
teacher effects. Recall that, for a subset of math and language tests, we have estimates of learning
Just over half of the variance in the distribution of CLASS scores in the study schools is across, rather than within,
schools. If the distribution of classroom quality is similar to the distribution of the CLASS, we would be underestimating the variance in classroom quality roughly by a factor of two (or would be under-estimating the standard
deviation of classroom quality by a factor of 1.4).
21 This is analogous to the empirical Bayes approach in Kane and Staiger (2002) and many subsequent papers, but our
calculation of the variance of the sampling error explicitly accounts for the fact that the classroom effects are demeaned
within each school, and that the within-school mean may also be estimated with error.
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outcomes for two cohorts of children taught by the same teacher. Given random assignment of
students to teachers, classroom shocks should be uncorrelated across the two cohorts. We can
𝑡
𝑡+1 ).
calculate 𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
, 𝛾𝑐𝑠
As discussed in Hanushek and Rivkin (2012) and McCaffrey et al. (2009),

the square root of this covariance is an estimate of the standard deviation of the teacher effects,
purged of classroom shocks.22
Table II reports the standard deviation of classroom effects (first four columns) and teacher
effects (last column) for various test aggregates and breakdowns of the data. The first column refers
to the largest possible estimation sample: all children with valid test data enrolled in kindergarten in
the 204 study sample of schools. The next column limits the sample to children who were taught by
the same teacher for the entire 2012 school year. The remaining columns refer to classrooms taught
by teachers who taught kindergarten in the study sample of schools in both the 2012 and 2013
school years, and consider only the smaller set of tests applied to both cohorts.
There are a number of important results in the table. First, a one-standard deviation increase
in classroom quality, corrected for sampling error, results in 0.11 standard deviations higher test
scores in both language and math. These results are close to those reported in the US literature.23
Second, we estimate classroom effects of 0.07 standard deviations on executive function. We
are aware of only a handful of earlier papers that use non-experimental methods to explore the
effects of some education intervention (like access to preschool or a reformed curriculum) on
measures of child EF (Bierman et al. 2008; Gormley et al. 2011; Weiland and Yoshikawa 2013). They
do not explicitly estimate classroom effects on EF. Early measures of EF are potentially very
important for future outcomes, and providing credible estimates of classroom effects on EF is a
major contribution of this paper.24
The focus on this literature is generally on value added measures of teacher quality. Since we have twelve end-of-year
tests and only one beginning-of-year test, the TVIP, we can only compute a standard value added measure for the TVIP.
For the other tests the most we can do is to control for beginning of year TVIP scores (and other covariates), to
construct an approximate value added measure. Nevertheless, given that (1) we randomize students to teachers within
each school, and (2) we define teacher quality relative to a school mean, the variance of teacher effects assessed using a
standard value added measure and our approximate value added measure should be the same. This is because
randomization ensures that any potential beginning-of-year test results on the twelve tests we apply at the end of the year
would be the same on average for students assigned to each teacher within a school, and therefore should not affect
differences in value added relative to a school mean.
23 We note, however, that in the US literature classroom effects on math tend to be larger than on language (Jackson et
al. 2014). This does not appear to be the case in Ecuador.
24 Our results on classroom effects on executive function relate to a small but growing literature on teacher effects on
school outcomes other than test scores. Jackson (2014) uses a large sample of schools in North Carolina and estimates
teacher effects for high-school students on a composite measure of absences, suspensions, grades, and on-time grade
progression (which he refers to as a “non-cognitive factor”). Using multiple cohorts of students with the same teacher,
he finds teacher effects on this composite measure that are larger than teacher effects in either English or math, although
22
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Third, we estimate teacher (rather than classroom) effects of 0.09 on language and math.
Moreover, by comparing the classroom and teacher effects we can approximate the magnitude of
the classroom shocks. If we assume that 0.11 is the true value of the teacher effect on language and
math, this implies a classroom shock of roughly two-thirds the magnitude of the teacher effect (with
standard deviation = 0.063, since √(0.0632 + 0.092) = 0.11).25 These estimates show that, much as
has been found in the United States, classroom shocks can have sizeable effects on learning. If we
assume that classroom shocks are roughly two-thirds of teacher effects for executive function, then
teacher effects on EF would be about 0.05 standard deviations.
Fourth, although this is not reported in the table, we examine whether the classroom effects
on one subject are correlated with those for other subjects. If we focus on the 2012 cohort only, the
classroom effects on math and language have a correlation of 0.71. The correlation between the
classroom effects on the “academic” subjects and executive function is somewhat lower, but still
sizeable (0.50 for math, and 0.54 for language). These results suggest that there was more learning in
some classrooms than in others in all of the subjects we measure.
Finally, we estimate the correlation across years for the subset of teachers and tests where
data are available for two cohorts of children. The cross-year correlation in classroom effects on
language is 0.42, and the cross-year correlation in math is 0.32; the cross-year correlations between
classroom effects on language in one year and math in the other year are 0.28-0.38. The fact that the
cross-year correlations are substantially lower than those that use data from a single year confirm the
importance of classroom shocks, or non-permanent components of teacher effectiveness. However,
the general picture that emerges from these correlations and the other results reported above is that
some kindergarten teachers are more effective than others, in multiple subjects, year after year.26

the teacher effects in English (0.03 standard deviations) and math (0.07 standard deviations) are smaller than most of
those reported in the literature. In a similar vein, Jennings and DiPrete (2010) report that kindergarten teacher effects on
1st grade behavioral problems (as reported by 1st grade teachers) are larger than the corresponding teacher effects in
reading or math.
25 We thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion.
26 The content matter for different subjects in kindergarten is straightforward (for example, letters, numbers, patterns),
and would be simple for a teacher to master. As a result, the way in which kindergarten teachers teach that subject matter
may be the most important determinant of their effectiveness. In secondary school, on the other hand, subject matter is
harder to master, and teachers will likely have to specialize (see Cook and Mansfield 2014). An effective teacher will need
to know the subject matter and how to teach it well. As a result, teacher quality is more likely to be portable across
subjects in kindergarten and the early years of elementary school than in secondary school.
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B.

Teacher characteristics, behaviors, and child learning
The second part of the analysis relates differences across classrooms in learning outcomes to

the characteristics and behaviors of teachers. For this purpose, we run regressions of the following
form:
(2)

𝑘
𝑘
̅ 𝒄𝒔 𝛽2𝑘 + 𝑪𝒄𝒔 𝛷1𝑘 +𝑩𝒄𝒔 𝛷2𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠
𝑌𝑖𝑐𝑠
= 𝑎𝑠𝑘 + 𝑿𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝛽1𝑘 + +𝑿

𝑘 = 1,2,3

where 𝑎𝑠𝑘 is a school indicator, so all coefficients are estimated using only within-school variation.
𝑘
Comparing equations (1) and (2), we replace the classroom indicator, 𝛿𝑐𝑠
, with the school indicator

̅ 𝒄𝒔 , and observable teacher characteristics, 𝑪𝒄𝒔 ,
𝑎𝑠𝑘 , classroom averages of the child characteristics 𝑿
and behaviors, 𝑩𝒄𝒔 . Standard errors throughout are clustered at the school level.
One point that requires elaboration is that as-good-as-random assignment was used to assign
teachers to students, not teacher characteristics or behaviors. It is therefore important to be cautious in
interpreting the parameters 𝛷1𝑘 and 𝛷2𝑘 because the measured characteristics and behaviors of teachers
may also be correlated with other unmeasured teacher attributes which could themselves affect student
learning.
Another concern is that some teacher characteristics and attributes could suffer from reverse
causality. The measures of teacher IQ, personality, attention and inhibitory control were collected
after the end of the 2012 school year, and it is conceivable that responses to the questions on the Big
Five, or performance on the IQ and attention and inhibitory control tests were affected by the
students that a teacher had taught recently. In Online Appendix E we present an intermediate set of
results where we separate teacher attributes into two groups: those measured before the start of the
school year, and those measured after. The results are very similar to the ones we report in the
paper.
Reverse causality may also bias the coefficients on a teacher’s contemporaneous CLASS
score. For example, teachers who by chance were assigned a group of particularly attentive and wellbehaved students may be given higher CLASS scores, but these students could also be better
learners, even after accounting for their observed characteristics. For this reason, we use a teacher’s
lagged, rather than current, CLASS score in most of our estimates. In practice, this means that we
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restrict the sample to teachers who taught kindergarten in the study sample of schools for the entire
2011 and 2012 school years, and their students.27
Results from the regressions of child learning outcomes on teacher characteristics and
behaviors are reported in Table III. Columns with odd numbers refer to regressions that only
include one teacher characteristic at a time, while those with even numbers include all at once. The
table shows that a teacher’s lagged CLASS score is associated with better learning outcomes—
children assigned to teachers with a one-standard deviation higher CLASS score have between 0.05
and 0.07 standard deviations higher end-of-year test scores. Children with inexperienced teachers
have test scores that are 0.17 standard deviations lower. None of the other teacher characteristics,
including her tenure status, IQ, the five dimensions of the Big Five, inhibitory control and attention,
and the education of her parents are consistently associated with student learning.28 These results
make clear how difficult it is to predict teacher effectiveness, even with a much richer set of teacher
characteristics than is generally available.
Many of the teacher characteristics and behaviors are measured with error. This is perhaps
particularly apparent for the CLASS, as we are approximating the quality of the interactions between
teachers and children with the interactions observed on a single day. To explore how measurement
error in the CLASS may affect our estimates, and the conclusions one might draw for policy design,
we run a number of supplemental regressions. (These regressions do not include teacher attributes
other than the CLASS.)
In calculating a teacher’s CLASS score, and following established CLASS protocols, coders
scored four 20-minute segments of a teacher in her class on a single day of school. (The CLASS
score for that teacher is the average across the four segments.) A less expensive way of collecting
When a teacher leaves a school (in the middle of either school year, or between school years) we lose all students in
her class. Moreover, because all of our regressions include school fixed effects, when one teacher leaves a school with
only two kindergarten classes, we lose all students in that school.
28 In the United States, certification status is only weakly correlated with teacher effectiveness (Dobbie and Fryer 2013;
Kane et al. 2008); in India, there is no difference in the effectiveness of contract teachers and civil service teachers
(Muralidharan and Sundararaman 2011); in Kenya, children randomly assigned to civil service teachers generally have
lower end-of-year test scores than those assigned to contract teachers (Duflo et al. 2011). Teachers in Ecuador are
selected for tenure on a school-by-school basis (as vacantes, or slots, are given to schools by the Ministry of Education).
All candidates for tenure have to take the Concurso de Méritos y Oposiciones, a test which has a written component and a
demonstration class. Teaching experience also factors into a teacher’s score. The applicant for a slot in a given school
who has the highest score on the Concurso is awarded the tenured position. There are two possible reasons why, in spite
of this rigorous selection process, tenure is not associated with better learning outcomes in our sample. First, the
Concurso is relatively recent, and was first applied in 2008. Before that, selecting teachers for tenure was an ad hoc
process. Only 22 of the 269 teachers that are the basis for most of the calculation in this paper received tenure in 2008
or later. Second, it is not clear that the written questions on the test actually distinguish better from worse teachers.
School administrators, peer teachers, and parents receive little concrete guidance on how to score the demonstration
class.
27
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data on teachers might have considered only one, rather than four, segments. A comparison of the
coefficient in column (1) (in which the CLASS is calculated on the basis of four segments) and
column (2) (in which the CLASS is calculated on the basis of only the first segment) in Table IV
shows that the coefficient on the CLASS is smaller (0.06, rather than 0.08) when only one segment is
used to assess teaching practices. This is consistent with a reduction in measurement error as the
amount of time that a teacher is observed increases. It also leaves open the possibility that if a
teacher were observed on multiple days, perhaps over the course of a school year, measurement
error would be reduced further.
To limit the potential for reverse causality, we generally use a teacher’s lagged (rather than
contemporaneous) CLASS score. However, using the lagged score may introduce other
complications if there is drift in teacher quality (as suggested by Chetty et al. 2014a; Goldhaber and
Hansen 2013). A comparison of the coefficient in column (1), 0.08 (using the lagged CLASS), and
column (3), 0.06 (using the contemporaneous CLASS), suggests that reverse causality and drift in a
teacher’s CLASS are not major sources of concern in our sample, since we obtain similar estimates
regardless of whether we use the current or lagged teacher score. It is also possible to average a
teacher’s CLASS score over the two years. Consistent with a reduction in measurement error,
estimates that use this average are somewhat larger (a point estimate of 0.09, with a standard error of
0.02) than those that use the data from one year only.
Finally, we report estimates in which the lagged CLASS score is used as an instrument for
the current CLASS score. The correlation between the two CLASS measurements is positive and
highly significant in our data, so there is a strong first stage.29 In addition, it is hard to imagine why
the CLASS score in t –1 would be correlated with the regression error term in the equation that uses
data from year t.30 The IV regression in column (5) of the table suggests that, once the CLASS is
purged of measurement error, a one-standard deviation increase in the CLASS is associated with a
0.18 standard deviation increase in learning outcomes.

The first-stage coefficient is 0.42, with a standard error of 0.09.
First, teacher videos are allocated randomly to coders, so it is very unlikely that the same teacher would be coded by
the same pair of coders in both years. Therefore, coding error should be independent over time. Second, temporary
shocks to teachers that affect their teaching could be correlated over time over a very short horizon (for example, if a
teacher has the flu one day she may also have it for the subsequent two or three days), but not over a year. Therefore,
measurement error coming from the observation of a teacher on a single day should be uncorrelated across years. Third,
because of as-good-as-random assignment in year t, the characteristics of students taught by a teacher in year t should be
uncorrelated with the characteristics of students taught by that same teacher in year t –1, at least after we account for
school fixed effects.
29
30
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It is worth considering which of these results is most useful for policy purposes. One policy
objective could be to use the CLASS to identify effective teachers (for example, for promotion). In
this case, the OLS results are most relevant. Moreover, there is no obvious disadvantage to using
contemporaneous, rather than lagged, CLASS scores, and observing a teacher multiple times is likely
to produce more accurate measures of her effectiveness than observing her once only.
Another policy objective might be to estimate how much learning outcomes could increase if
teacher behaviors, as measured by the CLASS, were to improve (say, through an in-service training
program targeting those behaviors), or to understand the sources of differences in teacher
effectiveness. In that case, the IV results might be more informative (subject to the caveat that the
coefficients in both the OLS and IV regressions may not have a causal interpretation).
C.

Transmission mechanisms
The coefficients in regressions of test scores on teacher quality are not structural primitives

(as stressed by Chetty et al. 2014a; Todd and Wolpin 2003). They include not only the direct effect
of teachers on student learning but also any behavioral responses, in particular by parents, to offset
or augment the effect of being assigned to a better or worse teacher.
To understand how better teachers produce more learning, we begin by analyzing whether
parents can distinguish better from worse teachers. To this effect, we regress the score that parents
gave to teachers (on the 1-5 scale) on different measures of teacher quality: estimated value-added,
lagged CLASS, and an indicator for inexperienced teachers.31 (Each regression includes only one
teacher characteristic at a time.) We note that the scores parents give to teachers are generally high.
Only 0.1 percent of teachers were scored as “very bad” (score = 1), 0.3 percent as “bad”, 2 percent
as “average”, 37.5 percent as “good”, and 58 percent as “very good” (score =5). Given this
distribution of the scores, we report the results from various parametrizations, including simple
OLS, ordered probit, and an OLS specification in which the parent perception variable is coded as a
dummy that takes on the value of one for scores of five, and zero for scores between one and four.32
We recalculate value-added for each observation used in this table, removing from the calculation the score of the
corresponding student. Therefore, for each parent, we compute value added based only on the test scores of their child’s
peers, which we call “End-of-grade peer test score”, to account for the possibility that a parent’s valuation of the teacher
may be greatly influenced by their own child’s learning.
32 Mothers with more schooling generally give higher scores to teachers. In an OLS regression of the score given to a
teacher on school fixed effects and a dummy variable for mothers who have completed at least secondary school, the
coefficient on high-education mothers is 0.06 (with a standard error of 0.02). However, we find no evidence that
mothers with more schooling are better able to tell good from bad teachers. For example, in a regression of the score
given to a teacher on the dummy for high-education mothers, the CLASS, and the interaction between the two, the
31
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The results, presented in Table V, indicate that parents generally give higher scores to better
teachers. Looking at the second column of the table, parents are 15 percentage points more likely to
classify a teacher who produces one-standard deviation higher test scores as “very good” rather than
“good” or less. They also give significantly higher scores to teachers with better CLASS scores and
more experienced teachers.
We then directly consider parenting behaviors. In the household survey, we asked about a
large number of inputs into child development and learning (including the availability of books,
pencils, and toys of various kinds) and behaviors (including whether parents read to, sang to, or
played with, their kindergarten children). We begin by analyzing whether these investments are
correlated with child learning, controlling for baseline child TVIP. Most, but not all, of the inputs
and behaviors predict student learning—see Online Appendix F. We keep all those that are
positively associated with child learning outcomes, and create two indices—one for the availability
of inputs (like books for children) another for parent behaviors (like parents reading to children).33
Finally, we run regressions of the index of inputs (or behaviors) on measures of classroom or
teacher quality, one at a time. None of the coefficients in Table VI is significant. For example, a one
standard deviation increase in learning outcomes in a classroom is associated with a very small
decline in the inputs index (a coefficient of -0.003, from a sample average of 0.50), and a similarly
small decline in the behaviors index (a coefficient of -0.001, from a sample average of 0.49). We
conclude that, although we cannot rule out subtle adjustments on other margins we do not measure,
the evidence is most consistent with parents making at most modest changes in response to random
differences in teacher quality.
D.

Out-of-sample predictions
The fact that we have data on learning outcomes for two cohorts of children assigned to the

same teachers in the same schools allows us to carry out some simple, policy-relevant, out-of-sample

coefficient on high-education mothers is 0.06 (with a standard error of 0.02), that on the CLASS is 0.05 (with a standard
error of 0.02), and the coefficient on the interaction term is 0.01 (with a standard error of 0.01).
33 These indices are the simple mean of all of the inputs (or behaviors). They range from zero (for a household that has
none of the inputs, or a parent who carries out none of the activities) to one (for household where all inputs are
available, or a parent who carries out all of the activities). Both indices predict student learning, by construction: A oneunit change in the inputs index is associated with 0.25 standard deviations more learning (with a standard deviation of
0.03), while a one-unit change in the behavior index is associated with 0.09 standard deviations more learning (with a
standard deviation of 0.03). There is no exogenous source of variation in inputs or behaviors, so these coefficients do
not have a clean causal interpretation. Nevertheless, they show that the association between parental investments and
child learning outcomes is substantial.
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predictions.34 By using the four language and math tests that were applied to the two cohorts of
children, we can test how well data in year t allow us to predict teacher performance in year t+1. In
particular, we focus on whether teacher characteristics and behaviors predict current value added
once lagged value added has been controlled for.
These results are reported in Table VII. The first column in each panel reports the results of
regressions of the average residualized test score in 2013 on the corresponding average in 2012. For
the four tests as a whole, the correlation between value added in the two years is 0.36 —far from
unity, but higher than what has generally been found in the US literature: Koedel et al. (2015) report
that the correlation for studies that include school fixed effects ranges from 0.18 to 0.33. We next
add the lagged CLASS to this regression. These results, in the second column in each panel, show
that the CLASS is not a significant predictor of student learning gains, conditional on lagged value
added. Next, we add the full set of teacher characteristics and behaviors. These results, in the third
column in each panel, show that these teacher attributes are not significant, individually or jointly.35
In sum, Table VII shows that, once teacher value added is known, other teacher
characteristics and behaviors are not significant predictors of out-of-sample learning outcomes in
language and math among kindergarten students in Ecuador. Our results are broadly consistent with
those from the MET study: Mihaly et al. (2013) calculate the optimal weights that should be given to
different measures of teacher quality in predicting the stable component of value added, and
conclude that between 65 percent (for elementary school language) and 85 percent (for elementary
school math) of the weight would be given to value added. On the other hand, Rockoff and Speroni
(2010) find that subjective evaluations of teachers by mentors predict learning gains in 3rd through 8th
grades in math and English in New York City, even after they condition on previous year value
added.36

We thank Raj Chetty for suggesting this exercise.
We also tested whether the score that parents give to teachers on the 1-5 scale predicts value added in year t+1,
conditional on value added in year t. The coefficient on the parental score is very small, is as likely to be positive as
negative, and is never significant at conventional levels.
36 Kane et al. (2011) show that a measure of teaching behaviors and practices used to evaluate teachers in the Cincinnati
public school system predicts learning gains. Other studies, including Rockoff et al. (2011) and Dobbie (2011), show that
composite indices of teacher characteristics can predict value added. However, these studies do not control for lagged
value added. In other words, they focus on whether teacher characteristics can predict value added, rather than on
whether these characteristics predict out-of-sample learning outcomes, conditional on value added. Like others (Rockoff
et al. 2011; Dobbie 2013), we used principal components to aggregate all of the teacher characteristics and behaviors. We
retained all components that have an eigenvalue larger than 1 (five components) and regressed learning outcomes in t+1
on value added in t and the five components. The second component is a significant predictor of student learning
outcomes, but the five components are not jointly significant.
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4.

Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that there are substantial differences in the amount of learning that
takes place in language, math, and executive function across kindergarten classrooms in Ecuador, a
middle-income country. These differences are associated with differences in teacher behaviors and
practices, as measured by a well-known classroom observation tool, the Classroom Assessment
Scoring System (CLASS). We also show that parents can generally tell better from worse teachers,
but do not meaningfully alter their investments in children in response to random shocks to teacher
quality.
We conclude by considering some possible policy implications. First, our results show that
value added is a useful summary measure of teacher quality in Ecuador. However, to date, no
country in Latin America regularly calculates the value added of teachers.37 Indeed, in virtually all
countries in the region, decisions about tenure, in-service training, promotion, pay, and early
retirement are taken with no regard for (and in most cases no knowledge about) a teacher’s
effectiveness. Value added is no silver bullet, but knowing which teachers produce more or less
learning among equivalent students would be an important step to designing policies to improve
learning outcomes.
Nevertheless, using value added as the only measure of teaching effectiveness has limitations.
Collecting high-quality test score data may not always be feasible, especially for very young
children.38 It is also possible that measures of teacher quality other than value added, perhaps
including teaching practices, could predict child outcomes other than test scores, test scores in
subsequent years, or outcomes in adulthood (as discussed in Algan et al. 2013; Chetty et al. 2011;
Jackson et al. 2014). Finally, value added is silent about what makes some teachers more effective
than others.
Our results on the CLASS suggest that teachers vary a great deal in how they interact with
children in the classroom. Teachers with higher CLASS scores produce more learning. These results
may not have a causal interpretation because teacher behaviors may be correlated with other
In Chile (Mizala and Urquiola 2013), and in the state of Pernambuco, Brazil (Ferraz and Bruns 2011) schools are
ranked by a composite measure which includes test scores, and those with high scores on this composite measure
receive additional resources. See also Behrman et al. (2015) for a pilot in Mexico.
38 The data we collected for this study are likely to be higher quality than those that could realistically be collected
regularly for the universe of kindergarten children in Ecuador (or elsewhere). The fact that we used twelve different
tests, and that children were tested individually (rather than having paper-and-pencil tests handed out to a class as a
whole) probably reduced measurement error substantially because young children are more likely to be distracted, or fail
to understand instructions, in group testing situations. If measurement error in value added were substantial, it is
possible that other measures of teacher quality would significantly predict out-of-sample child learning, even after
accounting for a teacher’s value added with a different group of children.
37
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(unmeasured) teacher attributes. The evidence from some, but by no means all, pilots of innovative
mentoring and in-service training programs in the United States suggests that the CLASS is
malleable, and that programs that improve teacher behaviors in the classroom can, under some
circumstances, improve child learning (Bierman et al. 2008, and Downer et al. 2013). There would
be high returns to policy experimentation and careful evaluation of this kind in Latin America, and
in other middle-income countries.
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Notes: The figure graphs univariate densities of the CLASS score of kindergarten teachers in 2012 in the study and
national samples in Ecuador, and in a nationally-representative sample of kindergarten classrooms in the United States
(Clifford et al. 2003). The study sample is the sample used in most calculations in our paper, while the national sample is
a nationally representative sample used for comparison. The CLASS is scored on a 1-7 scale; scores of 1-2 indicate poor
quality, scores of 3-5 indicate intermediate levels of quality, and scores of 6-7 indicate high quality. Calculations are based
on an Epanechnikov kernel with optimal bandwidth.
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Table I: Summary Statistics
Study sample
Mean

Age (months)
Proportion female
TVIP
Mother's age (years)
Father's age (years)
Mother's years of schooling
Father's years of schooling
Proportion who attended preschool

S.D.

Children
59.35 5.24
0.49
0.50
82.82 15.87
30.23 6.57
34.56 7.91
8.78
3.81
8.49
3.84
0.61
0.49

National sample

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Obs.

15,302
15,434
13,850
13,662
10,644
13,652
10,618
14,395

56.66
0.49
30.64
34.24
8.36
8.28
0.70

5.66
0.50
6.63
7.75
3.80
3.76
0.46

1,032
1,034
983
782
983
780
1,019

Teachers
Age (years)
42.23 9.58
448
43.14 10.31
Proportion female
0.99
0.10
450
0.98
0.13
Proportion with 3 years of experience or less
0.06
0.24
450
0.05
0.21
Proportion tenured
0.64
0.48
450
0.86
0.35
Number of students in classroom
34.22 8.00
451
31.73 7.83
Notes: This table reports means and standard deviations of the characteristics of children entering

218
218
218
218
218

kindergarten in 2012 and of their teachers, measured at the beginning of the school year. The study sample is
the sample used in the rest of the paper, while the national sample is a nationally representative sample used
for comparison. The TVIP is the Test de Vocabulario en Imágenes Peabody, the Spanish version of the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT). The test is standardized using the tables provided by the test developers
which set the mean at 100 and the standard deviation at 15 at each age.
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Table II: Within-school standard deviations of classroom and teacher effects
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Teacher
effects

Classroom effects

Sample
Restriction

2012 cohort
(12 tests)
Classes with the
same teacher
Whole sample
throughout the
year

2012 cohort
(4 tests)

(5)

2013 cohort
(4 tests)

Classes for which teachers are the
same in both cohorts of children

2012 and 2013
cohorts
(4 tests)

Language

0.11

0.11

0.10

0.10

0.09

Math

0.11

0.12

0.11

0.11

0.09

Executive
function

0.07

0.07

--

--

--

Total

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.10

0.10

Students
13,565
9,962
5,904
6,023
11,927
Teachers
451
334
196
196
196
Schools
204
150
87
87
87
Notes: The table reports the within-school standard deviations of classroom effects (columns 1 through 4), and teacher effects
(column 5), adjusted for sampling error. In columns 1 and 2 classroom effects are calculated based on all twelve tests
administered in the study for the 2012 cohort, which are used to calculate three indices of student performance in language,
math, and executive function (which are then standardized to have mean zero and variance equal to one). Columns 3, 4, and 5
use only the 4 tests administered to the 2013 cohort two construct two indices, for language and math. Column 1 uses the
whole sample of students, column 2 takes only classrooms for which the teacher remained the same throughout the year, and
columns 3, 4 and 5 use only classrooms in which a teacher was observed both in the 2012 and 2013 cohorts. In columns 1 and
2, the control variables used in the model include all baseline child and household characteristics. In the remaining columns,
controls include only child age, gender, and the baseline TVIP score, since household data are not available for the 2013
cohort.
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Table III: Teacher characteristics and behaviors, and child learning outcomes
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Lagged CLASS
Teacher has 3 years of
experience or less
Tenured teacher
IQ
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

Language
Bivariate Multivariate
0.06*
0.04
(0.03)
(0.03)
-0.15*
-0.12
(0.07)
(0.06)
0.05
-0.00
(0.03)
(0.04)
0.04*
0.04
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.00
0.01
(0.01)
(0.02)
0.03
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.01
0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.00
-0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.02
-0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.02
0.00
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.01
0.00
(0.01)
(0.01)
7,978
7,978
269
269
125
125
0.47
0.11

Math
Bivariate Multivariate
0.08**
0.05
(0.03)
(0.03)
-0.16
-0.11
(0.09)
(0.07)
0.08
0.05
(0.04)
(0.04)
0.04*
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.00
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.03
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.02
0.03
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.00
-0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.03
-0.04
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.03
0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.01
0.01
(0.01)
(0.00)
7,978
7,978
269
269
125
125
0.36
0.00

Executive function
Bivariate Multivariate
0.06**
0.04
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.12
-0.09
(0.06)
(0.07)
0.01
-0.02
(0.04)
(0.04)
0.03
0.03
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.02
0.03
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.03*
0.02
(0.01)
(0.02)
0.01
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.02
-0.03
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.02
-0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.03*
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.00
0.00
(0.01)
(0.01)
7,978
7,978
269
269
125
125
0.30
0.03

(8)

Total
Bivariate Multivariate
0.07**
0.05*
(0.03)
(0.02)
-0.17*
-0.13*
(0.07)
(0.06)
0.06
0.01
(0.04)
(0.04)
0.04*
0.03
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.01
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.04*
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.02
0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.01
-0.02
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.03
-0.03
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.03
0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.01
0.00
(0.01)
(0.01)
7,978
7,978
269
269
125
125
0.46
0.01

Inhibitory control &
attention
Parents' education
(Average years)
Students
Classrooms
Schools
R-squared
F-test (p-value)
Notes: The table reports estimates from regressions of test scores on teacher characteristics and behaviors. All regressions are limited to children in

schools in which at least two teachers taught kindergarten in both the 2011 and 2012 school years. All regressions include baseline student and
household characteristics, their classroom averages, and school fixed effects. Specifications in columns with odd numbers (bivariate) correspond to
regressions in which each teacher characteristics or behaviors are included one at a time, while those with even numbers (multivariate) correspond to
regressions in which all are included simultaneously. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered at the school level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Table IV: Teacher behaviors and child learning outcomes, OLS and IV estimates
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Current
CLASS
4 video
segment
average
0.05**
(0.02)
0.07**
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.06**
(0.02)

Average
CLASS
4 video
segment
average
0.07**
(0.02)
0.09**
(0.03)
0.05**
(0.02)
0.09**
(0.02)
7,978
269
125

OLS
Lagged CLASS

Language
Math
Executive
function
Total

4 video
segment
average
0.06*
(0.03)
0.08**
(0.03)
0.06**
(0.02)
0.08**
(0.03)
7,978
269
125

Single video
segment
0.05*
(0.02)
0.06**
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.06**
(0.02)
7,978
269
125

(5)
IV
Current
CLASS
4 video
segment
average
0.14*
(0.06)
0.18**
(0.07)
0.13*
(0.05)
0.18**
(0.06)

Students
7,978
7,978
Classrooms
269
269
Schools
125
125
Notes: The table reports estimates from regressions of test scores on CLASS scores. All regressions are limited

to children in schools in which at least two teachers taught kindergarten in both the 2011 and 2012 school years.
All regressions include baseline student and household characteristics, their classroom averages, and school fixed
effects. Lagged CLASS was measured in the 2011 school year, while current CLASS was measured in the 2012
school year. In column 2 CLASS is constructed from one video segment, while in the remaining columns it is
based on four video segments from one day of teaching. In the instrumental variables regression, current CLASS
is instrumented with lagged CLASS. The coefficient on the instrument in the first-stage regression is 0.42 (0.093).
Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered at the school level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Table V: Parent perceptions and observable measures of teacher
quality
(1)
OLS
End-of-grade peer
test score
Lagged CLASS
Teacher has 3 years
of experience or less

(2)
OLS
dummy

(3)
Ordered probit

0.18**

0.15**

0.41**

(0.07)
0.05**
(0.02)
-0.16**
(0.04)
7,873
269
125

(0.05)
0.04**
(0.01)
-0.13**
(0.04)
7,873
269
125

(0.15)
0.12**
(0.03)
-0.32**
(0.1)
7,873
269
125

Students
Classrooms
Schools
Notes: The table reports estimates of regressions of parent perception of teacher quality
(1-5 scale, 1 = very bad, 5 = very good) on measures of teacher quality. All regressions
limited to children in schools in which at least two teachers taught kindergarten in both
the 2011 and 2012 school years. Each cell in the table corresponds to a separate
regression. Column 1 corresponds to OLS regression estimates. In column 2 the
dependent variable is a dummy variable which takes the value of one if a parent’s
perception of the teacher is very good, and zero otherwise. Column 3 presents estimates
from an ordered probit. Mean parents’ perception of teacher quality is 4.5, the median is
5.0; 0.1 percent of teachers are classified as very bad, 0.3 percent as bad, 4.2 percent as
average, 37.5 percent as good, and 57.9 percent as very good. End-of-grade peer test
score is a measure of teacher value added recalculated for each observation used in this
table, removing from the calculation the score of the corresponding student. All
regressions include school fixed effects and baseline child and household characteristics
and their averages. Standard errors (in brackets) clustered at school level. * significant at
5%, ** at 1%.
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Table VI: Parental responses to differences in teacher
quality
(1)
(2)

End-of-grade peer test
score
Lagged CLASS
Teacher has 3 years of
experience or less

Home
stimulation
index

Home inputs
index

-0.00
(0.03)
0.01
(0.01)
-0.06

-0.00
(0.02)
0.00
(0.01)
-0.01

(0.03)

(0.02)

Students
7,933
7,952
Classrooms
269
269
Schools
125
125
Notes: The table reports estimates of regressions of parental

responses to differences in teacher quality. The dependent variables in
each column are indices of home stimulation and home inputs,
standardized to have mean zero and unit standard deviation. All
regressions are limited to children in schools in which at least two
teachers taught kindergarten in both the 2011 and 2012 school years.
Each cell in the table corresponds to a separate regression. All
regressions include school fixed effects and baseline child and
household characteristics and their averages. Standard errors (in
brackets) clustered at school level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Table VII: Teacher value added in 2013, and teacher characteristics and behaviors in 2012
(1)

Value added 2012
CLASS 2012
Teacher has 3 years of
experience or less
Tenured teacher
IQ
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness

(2)
(3)
Language
0.38*
0.37*
0.31
(0.15)
(0.16)
(0.17)
0.01
0.01
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.00
(0.00)
0.03
(0.06)
0.02
(0.03)
0.04
(0.04)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.03
(0.03)
0.01
(0.03)
-0.02
(0.03)
-0.01
(0.04)
-0.00
(0.01)
6,023
6,023
6,023
196
196
196
87
87
87
0.14
0.14
0.20
0.66
0.91

(4)
0.29*
(0.12)

(5)
Math
0.27*
(0.12)
0.02
(0.03)

(6)

(7)

0.20
(0.13)
0.02
(0.03)
0.00
(0.00)
0.07
(0.06)
-0.02
(0.03)
0.04
(0.04)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.01
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)
-0.08*
(0.03)
-0.00
(0.03)
0.00
(0.01)
6,023
196
87
0.27
0.17

0.36**
(0.12)

(8)
Total
0.34*
(0.13)
0.01
(0.02)

(9)
0.27
(0.15)
0.02
(0.03)
0.00
(0.00)
0.05
(0.06)
0.00
(0.03)
0.04
(0.04)
-0.01
(0.02)
0.03
(0.03)
0.02
(0.03)
-0.06*
(0.03)
-0.00
(0.04)
-0.00
(0.01)
6,023
196
87
0.25
0.63

Inhibitory control &
attention
Parents' education
(Average years)
Students
6,023
6,023
6,023
6,023
Classrooms
196
196
196
196
Schools
87
87
87
87
R-squared
0.09
0.10
0.14
0.15
F-test (p-value)
0.60
0.60
Notes: The table reports multivariate regressions of value added for each teacher in the 2013 school year, on value added in 2012, and

teacher characteristics. Columns 1-3 consider valued added in language, columns 4-6 consider value added in math, and columns 7-9 consider
value added on an index of math and language. Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered at the school level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Online Appendix A: End-of-year tests
This appendix provides additional information on the end-of-year tests we applied to the study and
national samples in the 2012 cohort.
We applied four tests of language and early literacy: (1) the Test de Vocabulario en Imágenes
Peabody (TVIP), the Spanish version of the much-used Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)
(Dunn et al. 1986). In the TVIP, children are shown slides, each of which has four pictures, and are
asked to identify the picture that corresponds to the object (for example, “boat”) or action (for
example, “to measure”) named by the test administrator. The test is a measure of receptive
vocabulary because children do not have to name the objects themselves and because children need
not be able to read or write; (2) oral comprehension, in which the enumerator reads the child a very
short passage and asks her simple questions about its content; (3) letter and word recognition; and
(4) identification of the first sound of a letter or word. All of these tests other than the TVIP were
taken from the Spanish-speaking version of the Woodcock-Johnson battery of tests of child
development and achievement (Muñoz-Sandoval et al. 2005), and from an adapted version of the
Early Grade Reading Assessment (RTI International 2009). Vocabulary and oral comprehension are
part of children’s early oral language abilities. Letter and word recognition is an early measure of
alphabet awareness, and identification of the first sound of a letter or word is an early measure of
phonological awareness. Both are measures of children’s early code-related skills.
We applied four tests of math: (1) number recognition; (2) a number series test, in which children
are asked to name the number that is missing from a string of numbers (for example, 2, 4, -, 8); (3)
block rotation, in which children are asked to identify geometric figures that are the same, even
though they have been rotated (some items are two-dimensional, others three-dimensional); and (4)
applied math problems, in which the enumerator reads out a simple problem to a child (for example,
“Imagine you have four cars and are given three more. How many cars would you have in total?”).
All of the math tests were taken from the Spanish-speaking version of the Woodcock-Johnson
battery (Muñoz-Sandoval et al. 2005), and from an adapted version of the Early Grade Math
Assessment (Reubens 2009).
Finally, we applied four test of executive function. The first test is the Stroop Day-Night test (Stroop
1935). On this test, children are shown slides with either (1) a moon and stars in a dark sky, or (2) a
sun in a bright sky, in quick succession. They are then asked to say “day” whenever the moon is
shown, and “night” when the sun is shown. The test measures response inhibition because the child is
asked to say the opposite of what would be her natural response (which has to be inhibited).
In the second test the child is read a string of numbers and is asked to repeat them in order or
backwards. Repeating numbers backwards is a more difficult task because it involves remembering
the numbers, manipulating them, and then repeating the altered sequence. The test also varies in
difficulty in that earlier questions have short number strings (for example, 3-7-9), while later items
have longer strings (for example, 6-4-0-5-6). This is a widely-used test of working memory.
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The third test is the dimensional change card sort (Zelazo et al. 2013). In this test, children are
shown two wooden boxes. The first box has a card with a blue truck on the inside cover, and the
second box has a card with a red apple. In the first part of the test (the “shapes” part), children are
asked to put cards in the box that corresponds to the right shape (trucks with trucks, apples with
apples), no matter their color. In the second part (the “color” part of the test), children are asked to
sort cards according to color (red cards with red cards, and blue cards with blue cards), no matter
what picture is on the card. Empirically, at about five years of age (but not earlier), most children can
switch between two incompatible sets of rules such as these (Zelazo et al. 1996). This is a test of
cognitive flexibility because it requires children to ignore an earlier rule and replace it with a new one.
In the final test we used, children are shown a picture and asked to point at a series of objects in the
correct order (for example, “point at the pig, then at the umbrella, and then at the chicken that is
closest to the barn”). This test measures attention, although it clearly has a working memory element
as well.
All of the tests were piloted in Ecuador before they were applied to the study and national samples
of kindergarten children we use in our paper. We made minor changes to the tests, as needed (for
example, clarifying the instructions, taking out questions that were clearly too difficult for the
children in our study). During data collection, the order in which tests were carried out was assigned
randomly—each enumerator had a different order of tests, and, within this order, the starting point
varied from student to student.1 Tests were applied to children individually (as opposed to a class as
a whole), and in total took between 30 and 40 minutes per child.2
Appendix Figure A1 provides histograms of test scores in the study sample for each individual test.
The figure shows there is a clear heaping of mass at various points of the distribution of the
executive function tests. Most children had little difficulty with the Stroop Day-Night test of
response inhibition—more than half (55 percent) answered all questions correctly, suggesting that
this test may have been too easy for children in our study. On the test of cognitive flexibility, 87
percent of children answered all questions in the first part of the test correctly; of these children, 56
percent then answered all questions on the second part correctly (indicating that they understood
that the sorting rule had changed), while 25 percent did not answer any of these questions on the
second part correctly (indicating that they were unable to switch from one sorting rule to the other,
For example, for tests A through L, enumerator 1 might have the order C, A, F, E, L, B, I, D, H, G, K, J, and would
apply the tests in the following order to child 1 (F, E, … A), and in the following order to child 2 (G, K… H), while
enumerator 2 might have the order L, A, K, G, B, J, D, C, F, E, I, H, and would apply the tests in the following order to
child 1 (K, G… A), and in the following order to child 2 (C, F… D), with the order of tests and the starting test for each
enumerator determined by a random number generator.
2 There are a number of important advantages to applying tests to children of this age individually. Any test that would
have required the child to read and follow any instructions would have been impossible to apply, as children at this age
(in Ecuador and elsewhere) cannot read. None of the EF tests can be applied in a group setting. Furthermore, young
children are much more likely to be distracted in a group testing situation, and this could have introduced substantial
measurement error to the tests. Of course, applying tests individually, rather than to a class as a whole, is also
considerably more expensive.
1
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despite repeated prompting by the enumerator). Children also had difficulty with the longer strings
in the working memory test. Very few children, only 7 percent, could correctly repeat any of the
five-number strings, and even fewer, less than 2 percent, could repeat any of the strings backwards
(even the easiest, three-number strings). Appendix Figure A1 also shows a heaping of mass at the
top or bottom of the distribution of some of the individual math and language tests.
Appendix Figure A2 shows univariate density estimates of the distribution of the average language
score, the average math score, the average executive function score, and the total test score for the
study and national samples. The figure shows that taking the averages across tests makes the
distributions appear much closer to normal.
We also note that test performance generally appears to be very low. Most of the tests do not have
scales that indicate how children at different ages “should” be performing. The TVIP is an
exception. The TVIP has been standardized on samples of Mexican and Puerto Rican children to
have an average score of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 at all ages (Dunn et al. 1986). We can
use the tables provided by the test developers to convert the raw scores (number of correct
responses) into externally-normed, age-specific scores. The mean TVIP score of children at baseline
is 83, more than one standard deviation below the average in the reference population; children at
the 10th percentile have a TVIP score of 61, two-and-a-half standard deviations below. Consistent
with what has been found in other data from Ecuador (Paxson and Schady 2007; Schady 2011;
Schady et al. 2015), many of the children we study in this paper have deep deficits in receptive
language development. For the other tests, we do not have data to make international comparisons.
Nevertheless, performance on these tests also seems to be very low. The median child correctly
answered five of the 14 questions on the oral comprehension test, and four of the 17 questions on
the applied math problems test. Outcomes in other tests seem to be even lower—on average, at the
end of the year, children recognized only two letters and four numbers, and most children could not
identify the first sound of any letter or word (even though this is something that, according to the
kindergarten curriculum, teachers in Ecuador should be covering).
Finally, we note there are substantial socioeconomic gradients in test scores. Appendix Figure A3
graphs the average score (separately for math, language, executive function, and for the average
across the twelve tests) of children in the study sample by month of age (horizontal axis), separately
for children of mothers of three education categories: elementary school dropouts (11 percent of the
sample); elementary school graduates (58 percent of the sample, half of these women began, but did
not graduate from, high school); and high school graduates (32 percent of the sample, about a third
of these women have some education beyond high school). All lines slope upwards from left to
right, indicating that older children have higher test scores than younger children: On average, each
month of age is associated with 0.03 standard deviations higher test scores. Children of mothers
with more education have higher scores. On average, across all twelve tests, children of mothers
who are high school graduates have scores that are 0.43 standard deviations higher than children of
mothers who only completed elementary schooling; children of elementary school graduates, in turn,
have scores that are 0.29 standard deviations higher than children of elementary school dropouts.
4

The education gradients are steepest in language, and least steep (but still considerable) in executive
function.
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Appendix Figure A1: Test score histograms
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Appendix Figure A2. Univariate densities of test score aggregates
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Appendix Figure A3: Gradients in standardized test scores by age and mother’s education
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Appendix B: Application of the CLASS in Ecuador
The main measure of teacher behaviors (or interactions) we use in this paper is the CLASS (Pianta et
al. 2007). The CLASS measures teacher behaviors in three broad domains: emotional support,
classroom organization, and instructional support. Within each of these domains, there are a number
of CLASS dimensions. Within emotional support these dimensions are positive climate, negative
climate, teacher sensitivity, and regard for student perspectives; within classroom organization, the
dimensions are behavior management, productivity, and instructional learning formats; and within
instructional support, they are concept development, quality of feedback, and language modeling.
The behaviors that coders are looking for in each dimension are quite specific—see Appendix Table
B1 for an example of the behaviors considered under the behavior management dimension. For this
dimension, a coder scoring a particular segment would assess whether there are clear behavior rules
and expectations, and whether these are applied consistently; whether a teacher is proactive in
anticipating problem behavior (rather than simply reacting to it when it has escalated); how the
teacher deals with instances of misbehavior, including whether misbehavior is redirected using subtle
cues; whether the teacher is attentive to positive behaviors (not only misbehavior); and whether
there is generally compliance by students with classroom rules or, rather, frequent defiance. For each
of these behaviors, the CLASS protocol then gives a coder concrete guidance on whether the score
given should be “low” (scores of 1-2), “medium” (scores of 3-5), or “high” (scores of 6-7).
To give a better sense of the behaviors that are measured by the CLASS, we cite at length from
Berlinski and Schady (pp. 136-37, 2015), which draws heavily on Cruz-Aguayo et al. (2015):
“Emotional support: In classrooms with high levels of emotional support, teachers and
students have positive relationships and enjoy spending time together. Teachers are aware
of, and responsive to, children’s needs, and prioritize interactions that place an emphasis on
students’ interests, motivations, and points of view. In classrooms with low levels of
emotional support, teachers and students appear emotionally distant from one another, and
there are instances of frustration in interactions. Teachers seldom attend to children’s need
for additional support and, overall, the classroom follows a teacher’s agenda with few
opportunities for student input. Many studies from the United States have found
associations between the teachers’ provision of emotionally supportive interactions in the
classroom and students’ social-emotional development.3
Classroom organization. In highly organized classrooms, teachers are proactive in managing
behavior by setting clear expectations; classroom routines allow for students to get the most
out of their time engaged in meaningful activities; and teachers actively promote students’
Perry et al. (2007) found that across 14 first-grade classrooms, higher emotional support at the beginning of the year
was associated with more positive peer behavior and less problem behaviors as the year progressed. Similarly, in an
examination of 36 first grade classrooms serving 178 6- and 7-year-old students, emotionally supportive classrooms
demonstrated decreased peer aggression over the course of the year (Merritt et al. 2012). Emotional climate appears to
influence academic outcomes, as well. In a sample of 1,364 third grade students, the classroom’s emotional support was
related to a child’s reading and mathematics scores at the end of the year (Rudasill et al. 2010).
3
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engagement in those activities. In less organized classrooms, teachers might spend much of
their time reacting to behavior problems; classroom routines are not evident; students spend
time wandering or not engaged in activities; and teachers do little to change this. When
teachers manage behavior and attention proactively, students spend more time on-task and
are better able to regulate their attention (Rimm-Kaufman et al. 2009). Students in better
organized and managed classrooms also show larger increases in cognitive and academic
development (Downer et al. 2010).4
Instructional support. In classrooms with high levels of instructional support, a teacher
promotes higher order thinking and provides quality feedback to extend students’ learning.
At the low end, rote and fact-based activities might be common, and students receive little to
no feedback about their work beyond whether or not it is correct. In these classrooms,
teachers do most of the talking or the room is quiet. The quality of instructional support
provided in a classroom is most consistently linked with higher gains in academic outcomes,
such as test scores.5”
In practice, in our application of the CLASS, scores across different dimensions are highly correlated
with each other, as can be seen in Appendix Table B2. In our study sample, the correlation
coefficients across the three different CLASS domains range from 0.46 (for emotional support and
instructional support) to 0.70 (for emotional support and classroom organization). Similar findings
have been reported elsewhere. Kane et al. (2011) report high correlations between different
dimensions of a classroom observation tool based on the Framework for Teaching (FFT; Danielson
1996) that is used to assess teacher performance in the Cincinnati public school system, with
pairwise correlations between 0.62 and 0.81. Kane and Staiger (2012) show that scores on the FFT
and the CLASS in the MET study are highly correlated with each other. Also, in an analysis based on
principal components, they show that 91 percent and 73 percent of the variance in the FFT and
CLASS, respectively, are accounted for by the first principal component of the teacher behaviors
that are measured by each instrument (10 dimensions in the case of the CLASS, scored on a 1-7
point scale, and 8 on the FFT, scored on a 1-4 point scale).
To apply the CLASS in Ecuador, we filmed all kindergarten teachers in the study and national
samples of schools in the 2012 school year. In addition, in the study sample of schools, we filmed all
kindergarten teachers in the previous (2011) school year. Teachers were filmed for a full school day
For example, data from 172 first graders across 36 classrooms in a rural area of the United States demonstrated that
classroom organization was significantly predictive of literacy gains (Ponitz et al. 2009).
5 References include Burchinal et al. (2008, 2010); Hamre and Pianta (2005); and Mashburn et al. (2008). For example,
examining 1,129 low-income students enrolled in 671 pre-kindergarten classrooms in the United States, Burchinal et al.
(2010) found a significant association between instructional support and academic skills; classrooms demonstrating
higher instructional support had students who scored higher on measures of language, reading, and math than those
enrolled in classrooms with low-quality instructional support. Similarly, Mashburn et al. (2008) used data from the
United States and found that the instructional support of a classroom was related to all five academic outcomes
measured (receptive language, expressive language, letter naming, rhyming, and applied math problems).
4
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(from approximately eight in the morning until one in the afternoon). In accordance with CLASS
protocols, we then discarded the first hour of film (when teachers and students are more likely to be
aware of, and responding to, the camera), as well as all times that were not instructional (for
example, break, lunch) or did not involve the main teacher (for example, PE class). The remaining
video was cut into usable 20-minute segments. We selected the first four segments per teacher, for a
total of more than 4,900 segments. These segments were coded by a group of 6-8 coders who were
explicitly trained for this purpose. A master CLASS coder trained, provided feedback, and
supervised the coders. During the entire process, we interacted extensively with the developers of
the CLASS at the University of Virginia.
One concern with any application of the CLASS is that teachers “act” for the camera. Informal
observations by the study team and, in particular, the master CLASS trainer suggests that this was
not the case. As a precaution, and in addition to discarding the first hour of video footage, we
compared average CLASS scores for the first and fourth segments. We found that average CLASS
scores are somewhat lower later in the day than earlier, but the difference is small (the mean score is
3.35 in the fourth segment, compared to 3.48 in the first segment); moreover, the change in CLASS
scores between the first and fourth segment is not significantly associated with a teacher’s mean
CLASS scores in the current or previous year. This pattern of results suggests that teachers are not
“acting” for the camera, and that any “camera effects” are unrelated to underlying teacher quality, as
measured by the CLASS.
In spite of the rigorous process we followed for coder selection, training, and supervision, and as
with any other classroom observation tool, there is likely to be substantial measurement error in the
CLASS. This measurement error can arise from at least two important sources: coding error, and the
fact that the CLASS score is taken from a single day of teaching (from the approximately 200 days a
child spends in school a year in Ecuador). There may also be filming error if the quality of the video
is poor, but we do not believe that this was an important concern in our application.
To minimize coder error, all segments were coded by two separate, randomly assigned coders. We
expected there would be substantial discrepancies in scores across coders. In practice, however, the
inter-coder reliability ratio was high, 0.92, suggesting that this source of measurement error was
relatively unimportant in our application of the CLASS, at least when all CLASS dimensions are
taken together. We note that inter-coder reliability in our study compares favorably with that found
in other studies that use the CLASS. Pianta et al. (2008) report an inter-coder correlation of 0.71,
compared to 0.87 in our study; Brown et al. (2010) double-coded 12 percent of classroom
observations, and report an inter-coder reliability ratio of 0.83 for this sub-sample, compared to 0.92
in our study.
Another important source of measurement error occurs because teachers are filmed on a single day.
This day is a noisy measure of the quality of teacher-child interactions in that classroom over the
course of the school year for a variety of reasons. Teachers may have a particularly good or bad day;
a particularly troublesome student may be absent from the class on the day when filming occurred;
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there could be some source of external disruption (say, construction outside the classroom); some
teachers may be better at teaching subject matter that is covered early or late in the year.
To get a sense of the importance of this source of measurement error, we carried out some
additional calculations, summarized in Appendix Table B3. First, we calculated the reliability ratio of
the scores across segments within a day for a given teacher. The cross-segment reliability ratio
between the 1st and 4th segment is 0.77. Second, we make use of the fact that a subsample of teachers
was filmed for two or three days in 2011. (On average, 2 days elapsed between the first and second
day of filming, and 4 days between the first and third day of filming.) For these teachers, we can
therefore calculate the cross-day reliability ratio, comparing the scores they received in days 1 and 2
(for 105 teachers), and between days 1 and 3 (for 45 teachers). The cross-day reliability ratio is 0.83
for days 1 and 2, and 0.86 for days 1 and 3. We note that this pattern—large increases in measured
relative to “true” variability with more segments per day and more days of filming, but smaller
increases with more coders per segment—has also been found in a Generalizability Study (G-Study)
of the CLASS with US data (Mashburn et al. 2012).
Further details on filming and coding are given in Filming and Coding Protocols for the CLASS in
Ecuador. These are available from the authors upon request.
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Appendix Table B1: CLASS scores for Behavior Management dimension
Behavior Management
Encompasses the teacher's ability to provide clear behavioral expectations and use effective methods
to prevent and redirect misbehavior.
Low (1,2)
Mid (3,4,5)
High (6,7)
Clear Behavior
Rules and expectations Rules and expectations
Expectations
Rules and expectations
may be stated clearly,
for behavior are clear
▪ Clear expectations
are absent, unclear, or
but are inconsistently
and are consistently
inconsistently enforced.
▪ Consistency
enforced.
enforced.
▪ Clarity of rules
Teacher is reactive and
monitoring is absent or
ineffective.

Teacher uses a mix of
proactive and reactive
responses; sometimes
monitors but at other
times misses early
indicators of problems.

Teacher is consistently
proactive and monitors
effectively to prevent
problems from
developing.

Attempts to redirect
misbehavior are
ineffective; teacher
rarely focuses on
positives or uses subtle
cues. As a result,
misbehavior
continues/escalates and
takes time away from
learning.

Some attempts to
redirect misbehavior
are effective; teacher
sometimes focuses on
positives and uses
subtle cues. As a result,
there are few times
when misbehavior
continues/escalates or
takes time away from
learning.

Teacher effectively
redirects misbehavior
by focusing on
positives and making
use of subtle cues.
Behavior management
does not take time
away from learning.

There are frequent
instances of
misbehavior in the
classroom.

There are periodic
episodes of
misbehavior in the
classroom.

There are few, if any,
instances of student
misbehavior in the
classroom.

Proactive
▪ Anticipates problem
behavior or escalation
▪ Rarely reactive
▪ Monitoring
Redirection of
Misbehavior
▪ Effectively reduces
misbehavior
▪ Attention to the
positive
▪ Uses subtle cues to
redirect
▪ Efficient
Student Behavior
▪ Frequent
compliance
▪ Little aggression &
defiance
Source: Pianta et al. (2007).
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Appendix Table B2: Pairwise correlation of CLASS dimensions

1
0.61
0.53
0.74
0.70
0.40
0.52
0.38
0.48
0.90

1
0.68
0.70
0.89
0.27
0.32
0.22
0.30
0.79

1
0.74
0.90
0.37
0.41
0.34
0.42
0.78

1
0.63 1
0.77 0.67 1
0.91 0.86 0.91 1
0.56 0.64 0.53 0.65

Total CLASS score

Instructional Support Total

Language Modeling

1
0.40
0.47
0.37
0.46
0.91

Quality of Feedback

1
0.91
0.44
0.53
0.43
0.53
0.90

Concept Development

1
0.65
0.27
0.23
0.36
0.32
0.30
0.35
0.24
0.33
0.52

Classroom Organization Total

1
0.51
0.94
0.55
0.54
0.73
0.68
0.40
0.54
0.40
0.50
0.87

Instructional
Support

Instructional Learning Formats

1
0.44
0.36
0.62
0.56
0.28
0.36
0.45
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.13
0.54

Behavior Management

Regard for Students
Perspectives

1
0.45
0.89
0.54
0.95
0.56
0.52
0.75
0.68
0.40
0.53
0.39
0.50
0.88

Emotional Support Total

Teacher Sensitivity

Instructional
Support

Negative Climate

Classroom
Organization

Positive Climate
Emotional
Support

Positive Climate
Negative Climate
Teacher Sensitivity
Regard for Students Perspectives
Emotional Support Total
Behavior Management
Productivity
Instructional Learning Formats
Classroom Organization Total
Concept Development
Quality of Feedback
Language Modeling
Instructional Support Total
Total CLASS score

Productivity

Classroom
Organization

Emotional Support

1

Notes: The table reports the pairwise correlation coefficient of CLASS dimensions in 2012 for 451 teachers. All the correlations in the table are significant at the 99
percent confidence level, except for three correlations that are significant at the 90 percent confidence level.
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Appendix Table B3: Sources of measurement error in the CLASS

Inter-coder (2012)
Inter-segment (1st and 4th segments) (2012)
First and second day (2011)
First and third day (2011)

N

Correlation

451
451
105
45

0.86
0.44
0.72
0.76

Reliability
Ratio
0.92
0.77
0.83
0.86

Notes: The table reports the correlation and reliability ratio of the CLASS, for different coders (first row), different
segments within a day for the same teacher (second row), and different days for the same teacher (third and fourth
rows).
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Appendix C: Checks on assignment of children and teachers and other robustness tests
We argue that identification in our paper is based on as-good-as-random assignment of children to
teachers. We would therefore expect that any differences in student composition across classrooms
would be orthogonal with teacher quality. Appendix Table C1 shows that this is indeed the case. The
table reports the results from regressions of a given child or household characteristic on three key
teacher characteristics (the lagged CLASS score, a dummy variable for inexperienced teachers, and
whether the teacher had a tenured position). There are 18 coefficients in the table, each from a
different regression. All of the coefficients are small in magnitude, and none is significant at
conventional levels.
We also ran regressions of the within-school alphabetical order of children on child characteristics
(age, gender, the baseline TVIP score, mother’s education, the wealth aggregate, and whether she
attended preschool), and school fixed effects (seven different regressions). For six of these seven
variables, the coefficient is not significant. The only exception is in the regression of order on child
age, which implies that the child who is ordered last in a school by her name is, on average, 0.34
months younger than the child who is ordered first (with a standard error of 0.013).6
No shows, attritors, and late enrollments: There were 951 children (6 percent of the total) whose
parents signed them up for kindergarten in our study sample of schools, but who never showed up
in practice, or dropped out in the first days of the school year; we refer to these children as “no
shows”. There were 580 children for whom we have the baseline TVIP but do not have end-of-year
test scores (4 percent of all children for whom we have the baseline TVIP); we refer to these
children as “attritors”. Finally, there were 661 children for whom we have end-of-year test scores,
but no baseline TVIP (5 percent of children with end-of-year test score data). We assume that these
children enrolled in school at some point during the course of the school year (rather than at the
beginning); we refer to them as “late enrollments”.
To see how no shows, attritors, and late enrollments could affect our results, we carry out a number
of calculations. First, we run regressions of the dummy variable for each of these three groups on
observable teacher characteristics, including these characteristics one by one (with the exception of
the Big Five characteristics, which we include in a single regression). There are 33 regression
coefficients, and only two are significant at the 5 percent level or higher: tenured teachers in the no
show regression (a point estimate of 0.012, with a standard error of 0.006) and the extraversion Big
Five trait in the late enrollments regression (a point estimate of -0.007, with a standard error of
0.003). Moreover, when we include all of the teacher characteristics together, and carry out an F-test
for joint significance, the p-value on the F-test is 0.34 for no shows, 0.25 for attritors, and 0.26 for
late enrollments. We conclude from these regressions that there is no evidence that the decision to
be a no show, attritor, or late enrollment is affected by the observable characteristics of teachers.

By our as-good-as-random assignment rule, twins would always be assigned to different classrooms; this need not
occur with true random assignment.
6
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We next regress the three dummies (for no shows, attritors, and late enrollments, respectively) on
school and teacher fixed effects (leaving out one teacher per school), and test the joint significance
of the teacher fixed effects. The p-values of the F-tests of joint significance are 0.11 for no shows,
0.27 for attritors, and <0.01 for new enrollments. We conclude that there is no evidence that
parents’ decisions not to enroll a child in school in the 2012 school year (no shows), or to withdraw
their children from school during that year (attritors) were affected by the observed or unobserved
characteristics of teachers. There is a stronger prima facie case that parents’ decision to enroll their
children in school after the beginning of the school year (late enrollment) could be affected by
teacher quality.
Because late enrollments were not signed up for school and were not in class in the first weeks of
the school year, we could not assign them to classes using the as-good-as-random assignment rule.
Moreover, we do not have the baseline TVIP for these children. To be conservative, we do not
include new enrollments in the main results in the paper. In practice, however, including these
children in the calculations (and giving them the average baseline TVIP value in their school) has a
negligible effect on the estimates we report.
A final estimation challenge arises because teachers move schools (for example, if they apply for,
and are awarded, a tenured position in a different school), or temporarily stop teaching (for example,
during maternity leave). In practice, 53 teachers left the schools in our study sample between the 2011
and 2012 school years, and 65 moved within the 2012 year. We note that these values are lower than
those found in studies with US data. For example, 32 percent of teachers in Domitrovich et al.
(2008) attrited from the sample between one year and the next; in Downer et al. (2013) 22 percent of
teachers left the sample between random assignment and the end of the first year of the study, and a
further 23 percent attrited between the first and second years.
To test whether the teachers who moved schools are different from those who did not we generated
dummy variables for teachers who moved between the 2011 and 2012 years, and within the 2012
year, respectively. We then ran regressions of these dummies on our measures of the 2011 CLASS,
years of experience, and the dummy variable for tenured teachers, with and without school fixed
effects (12 separate regressions). These regressions, reported in Appendix Table C2, show
(unsurprisingly) that teachers who moved schools generally have less experience and are much less
likely to be tenured than those who did not move.
A concern that is potentially important is whether teachers are more likely to move within the
school year if, by chance, they were assigned a particularly difficult group of students. To test for
this, we ran regressions of a dummy variable for teachers who left the school at some point during
the 2012 school year on the variables for baseline TVIP, child age, gender, education of the mother,
and household wealth, with and without school fixed effects (10 separate regressions). Appendix
Table C3 shows that the coefficients on these variables are all very small and, in the regressions that
include school fixed effects, none are anywhere near conventional levels of significance. In other
words, we find no evidence that the observable characteristics of students affected a teacher’s
decision to move schools.
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Appendix Table C1: Verifying as-good-as random assignment

Mean
Standard deviation
N:
CLASS 2011
Teacher has 3
years of
experience or less
Tenured teacher

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Age (months)

Female

TVIP

Wealth
index

60.32
4.94
14,052
-0.04
(0.08)
11,237
-0.02
(0.23)

0.49
0.50
14,066
0.00
(0.01)
11,250
0.00
(0.02)

0.01
1.00
13,739
-0.01
(0.02)
10,965
-0.03
(0.05)

0.00
0.99
13,691
-0.02
(0.02)
10,950
-0.03
(0.04)

(5)
Mother's
years of
schooling
8.79
3.79
12,971
0.10
(0.06)
10,376
-0.32
(0.17)

11,237
0.05
(0.15)
11,237

11,250
-0.01
(0.01)
11,250

10,965
0.02
(0.03)
10,965

10,950
0.04
(0.02)
10,950

10,376
0.12
(0.11)
10,376

(6)
Attended
preschool
0.60
0.49
14,066
0.00
(0.01)
10,924
0.01
(0.03)
10,924
-0.01
(0.02)
10,924

Note: All regressions include school fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the school level. The wealth aggregate is the first principal

component of all the housing characteristics and asset ownership variables collected in the household survey. It includes whether the household
has piped water and (separately) sewerage in the home; three separate variables for the main material of the floor, walls, and roof of the house;
and whether the household owns a television, computer, fridge or washing machine (four separate variables)* significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Appendix Table C2: Characteristics of teachers who left sample
(1)
(2)
Teacher left school between the
2011 and 2012 school years

(3)
(4)
Teacher left school within the
2012 school year

Mean
CLASS 2011

0.00

-0.3 (0.14)*

-0.12 (0.22)

-0.37 (0.15)*

-0.20 (0.22)

Years of experience

14.05

-0.37 (1.47)

1.56 (2.20)

-6.16 (1.04)**

-3.73 (2.09)

Tenured

0.53

-0.26 (0.07)**

-0.21 (0.11)*

-0.44 (0.06)**

-0.34 (0.12)**

No

Yes

No

Yes

School fixed effects

Notes: Dependent variable is a dummy for teachers who left the sample between years (columns 1 and 2) or within
year (columns 3 and 4); explanatory variable is given in first column of table. Sample for regressions in columns (1)
and (2) is all teachers in sample schools who completed the 2011 school year and for whom explanatory variables
are available (449 teachers). Sample for regressions in columns (3) and (4) is all teachers who began the 2012 school
year and for whom 2011 CLASS is available (369 teachers). Standard errors clustered at school level. * significant at
5% level, ** at 1% level.

Appendix Table C3: Characteristics of students in classes where
teacher left within year
(1)
Observations

(2)
Mean

TVIP

11,486

0.00

Age (months)

11,472

60.30

Female

11,486

0.49

Wealth index

11,156

0.02

Mother's years of schooling

10,560

8.83

School fixed effects

(3)

(4)

-0.09*
(0.04)
-0.13
(0.17)
0.00
(0.02)
-0.04
(0.07)
-0.07
(0.19)
No

-0.03
(0.03)
-0.05
(0.13)
0.01
(0.01)
0.00
(0.02)
-0.02
(0.09)
Yes

Notes: Dependent variable in first column of the table; explanatory variable is a
dummy for teachers who left the sample during the 2012 school year. Sample is all
children who began 2012 school year. Standard errors clustered at school level.
*significant at 5% level, ** at 1% level.
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Appendix D: Dealing with sampling error in the estimates of 𝑽(𝜸𝒌𝒄𝒔 ) and 𝝆𝒌𝒍 =

𝑪𝑶𝑽(𝜸𝒌𝒄𝒔 ,𝜸𝒍𝒄𝒔 )
√𝑽(𝜸𝒌𝒄𝒔 )𝑽(𝜸𝒍𝒄𝒔 )

To calculate classroom effects purged from measurement error, we start from our equation (1):
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
𝑌𝑖𝑐𝑠
= 𝛿𝑐𝑠
+ 𝑿𝒊𝒄𝒔 𝛽 𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠

𝑘 = 1,2, … 𝐾

𝑘
𝑘
where 𝑌𝑖𝑐𝑠
are child test scores, 𝛿𝑐𝑠
are classroom indicators, 𝑿𝒊𝒄𝒔 is a vector of child and household
𝑘
characteristics, and 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠 is an i.i.d. error term. Given the large sample size we use, we can estimate
𝛽 𝑘 quite precisely, so in what follows we ignore sampling variation in these estimates.
𝑁𝑐𝑠 𝑘

∑
𝜀
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
Therefore, conditioning on 𝑿𝒊𝒄𝒔 , 𝛿̂𝑐𝑠
= 𝛿𝑐𝑠
+ 𝑖=1 𝑖𝑐𝑠 . Let 𝛼𝑐𝑠
be the true classroom effects, net of

school effects denoted by
𝑘
𝑘
as 𝛾𝑐𝑠
= 𝛿𝑐𝑠
−

𝐶𝑠
𝑘
∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝛿𝑑𝑠
𝐶𝑠
∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠

𝑘
𝑘
𝛾̂𝑐𝑠
= 𝛿̂𝑐𝑠
−

𝜃𝑠𝑘 .

Then

𝑘
= 𝛼𝑐𝑠
−

𝑘
𝑠
∑𝐶𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝛿̂𝑑𝑠
𝑠
∑𝐶𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠

𝑘
𝛿𝑐𝑠

=

𝑁𝑐𝑠
𝑘
+ 𝛼𝑐𝑠
.

𝜃𝑠𝑘

𝐶𝑠
𝑘
∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝛼𝑑𝑠
𝐶𝑠
∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠

𝑘
= (𝛿𝑐𝑠
−

Finally, define the demeaned classroom effect

. We then have that:

𝑘
𝑠
∑𝐶𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝛿𝑑𝑠
𝑠
∑𝐶𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠

𝑘
𝑘
∑𝑁𝑐𝑠 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠
∑𝐶𝑠 ∑𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝜀𝑖𝑑𝑠
) + ( 𝑖=1
− 𝑑=1𝐶𝑠 𝑖=1
)
𝑁𝑐𝑠
∑
𝑁𝑑𝑠
𝑑=1

(see also equation (7) in Chetty et al (2011), and their Appendix B). We can rewrite this as:
𝐶

𝑘
𝑘
𝛾̂𝑐𝑠
= 𝛾𝑐𝑠
+[

𝑠
(∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 ) − 𝑁𝑐𝑠

𝐶𝑠
𝑁𝑐𝑠 (∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 )

𝑁𝑐𝑠
𝑘
∑ 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠
−
𝑖=1

𝐶𝑠

1

𝑁𝑑𝑠

𝑘
∑ ∑ 𝜀𝑖𝑑𝑠
]
𝐶𝑠
∑𝑑=1 𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝑑=1,𝑑≠𝑐 𝑖=1

Finally:
𝐶

𝑘)
𝑘
𝑉(𝛾̂𝑐𝑠
= 𝑉 {𝛾𝑐𝑠
+[

𝑠
(∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 ) − 𝑁𝑐𝑠

𝐶𝑠
𝑁𝑐𝑠 (∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 )

𝑁𝑐𝑠
𝑘
∑ 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠
−
𝑖=1

𝐶𝑠

1

𝑁𝑑𝑠

𝑘
∑ ∑ 𝜀𝑖𝑑𝑠
]}
𝐶𝑠
∑𝑑=1 𝑁𝑑𝑠 𝑑=1,𝑑≠𝑐 𝑖=1

𝑘
𝑘
Assuming that the 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑠
are homoscedastic with variance 𝜎 2 and independent of 𝛾𝑐𝑠
(because of
random assignment), after some algebra we get that:
𝐶

𝑘)
𝑉(𝛾̂𝑐𝑠

=

𝑘)
𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠

=

𝑘)
𝑉(𝛾̂𝑐𝑠

+𝐸{

𝑠
[(∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 ) − 𝑁𝑐𝑠 ]

𝐶𝑠
𝑁𝑐𝑠 (∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 )

𝜎 2}

This means that:
𝐶

𝑘)
𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠

−𝐸{

𝑠
[(∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 ) − 𝑁𝑐𝑠 ]

𝐶𝑠
𝑁𝑐𝑠 (∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 )

𝜎2}
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In order to estimate 𝜌𝑘𝑙 =

𝑘 ,𝛾 𝑙 )
𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
𝑐𝑠
𝑘 )𝑉(𝛾 𝑙 )
√𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
𝑐𝑠

we still need to develop an estimate of the numerator of this

𝑘
𝑙
expression free of sampling error. Let 𝜎 𝑘𝑙 be the covariance between 𝜀𝑖𝑑𝑠
and 𝜀𝑖𝑑𝑠
. If we estimate
equation (1) jointly for both tests, we can recover this covariance from the variance covariance
matrix of the residuals. Then, proceeding as above, we can show that:
𝐶

𝑘
𝑙 )
𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝛾𝑐𝑠
, 𝛾𝑐𝑠

=

𝑘
𝑙 )
𝑉(𝛾̂𝑐𝑠
, 𝛾̂𝑐𝑠

−𝐸{

𝑠
[(∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 ) − 𝑁𝑐𝑠 ]

𝐶𝑠
𝑁𝑐𝑠 (∑𝑑=1
𝑁𝑑𝑠 )

𝜎 𝑘𝑙 }
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Appendix E: Teacher characteristics, behaviors, and learning outcomes
This Appendix reports estimates of regressions of learning outcomes on teacher characteristics and
behaviors, separating variables which are observed before child learning outcomes are measured, and
those that are contemporaneous with learning outcomes.
Appendix Table E1: Teacher characteristics and behaviors, and child learning outcomes
(1)

(2)

Language
Teacher has 3 years of experience
or less
Tenured teacher
Parents' education
(Average years)
Lagged CLASS

-0.12
(0.06)
0.02
(0.04)
0.01
(0.01)
0.05*
(0.03)

IQ
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Inhibitory control & attention
R-squared
F-test (p-value)
Students
Classrooms
Schools

0.47
0.06
7,978
269
125

(3)

(4)
Math

-0.09
(0.07)
0.06
(0.04)
0.01
(0.00)
0.07*
(0.03)
0.04*
(0.02)
0.00
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
-0.02
(0.02)
-0.02
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
0.47
0.21
7,978
269
125

0.35
0.00
7,978
269
125

0.04
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
-0.02
(0.02)
-0.05*
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.35
0.07
7,978
269
125

(5)

(6)

Executive
function
-0.09
(0.06)
-0.01
(0.04)
0.00
(0.01)
0.06*
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
-0.03
(0.02)
-0.03
(0.02)
0.03
(0.02)
0.30
0.30
0.05
0.02
7,978 7,978
269
269
125
125

(7)

(8)
Total

-0.12*
(0.06)
0.03
(0.04)
0.01
(0.01)
0.07**
(0.03)

0.46
0.01
7,978
269
125

0.04*
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
0.04
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
-0.03
(0.02)
-0.04*
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.46
0.04
7,978
269
125

Notes: The table reports estimates from regressions of test scores on teacher characteristics and behaviors. All regressions

are limited to children in schools in which at least two teachers taught kindergarten in both the 2011 and 2012 school years.
All regressions include baseline student and household characteristics, their classroom averages, and school fixed effects.
Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered at the school level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Appendix F: Parental inputs, behaviors, and learning outcomes
This Appendix provides additional information on the association between end-of-year child
learning outcomes and individual parental inputs and behaviors (controlling for baseline child
TVIP). Appendix Table F1 shows that three behaviors that parents carry out with children
significantly predict end-of-year test scores: reading books, telling stories, and singing to the child.
These behaviors are aggregated into a parental behaviors index. Appendix Table F2 shows that the
availability of most toys and learning materials are significantly associated with higher end-of-year
test scores. All of the inputs other than the first two in the table are aggregated into a parental inputs
index. Within each index, each included behavior or input receives equal weight.
Appendix Table F1: Parental behaviors and child test scores
Obs.

Mean

Read books, watch pictures or
drawings in a book with child

7,945

0.41

Tell stories to child

7,946

0.42

Sing to, or sing with, child

7,946

0.64

Go for a walk with child

7,952

0.78

Play with child with his toys

7,943

0.51

Draw or paint with child

7,949

0.66

Play with child to name or count
objects or colors

7,948

0.77

Coefficient
(standard error)
0.08**
(0.02)
0.08**
(0.02)
0.08**
(0.02)
0.04
(0.02)
0.02
(0.02)
0.01
(0.02)
0.03
(0.03)

Notes: Dependent variable is test score aggregate for twelve tests (mean zero, unit standard
deviation), explanatory variable given in first row of table. Each row corresponds to a separate
regression. All specifications include TVIP as a control. Standard errors clustered at the school
level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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Appendix Table F2. Parental inputs and child test scores
Obs.

Mean

Toys made at home

7,952

0.12

Toys bought in a store

7,952

0.93

Musical toys

7,952

0.42

Blocks for construction

7,952

0.47

Writing, drawing, or painting material

7,952

0.60

Toys that require physical movement

7,952

0.80

Dolls or toys for pretend play

7,952

0.76

Children's coloring books

7,952

0.38

Children's story books

7,952

0.33

Toys to learn shapes, figures, or colors

7,952

0.24

Coefficient
(standard error)
0.02
(0.03)
0.06
(0.04)
0.13**
(0.02)
0.14**
(0.02)
0.07*
(0.03)
0.06*
(0.03)
0.14**
(0.03)
0.12**
(0.02)
0.13**
(0.02)
0.09**
(0.03)

Notes: Dependent variable is test score aggregate for twelve tests (mean zero, unit standard deviation), explanatory
variable given in first row of table. Each row corresponds to a separate regression. All specifications include TVIP as
a control. Standard errors clustered at the school level. * significant at 5%, ** at 1%.
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